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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Pella and the City of Oskaloosa have
explored the concept of developing a new
public owned airport to serve both
communities since 2000. Over the 12 year
period, a number of studies have been
completed that support the concept of a new
airport and closure of the existing Pella
Municipal Airport and the Oskaloosa Municipal
Airport.
The City of Pella and City of Oskaloosa along
with Mahaska County created in 2012 a multi‐
jurisdictional entity to own, develop and
operate a new airport. The purpose of the new
airport is to:


Accommodate
existing
and
aeronautical demand activity



Sustain and enhance the delivery of
aeronautical services to the general aviation
community.

future

Furthermore, the “Limited Build” facility
could not accommodate aeronautical
demand.
The airport service area associated with the
Oskaloosa Municipal Airport is constrained by
its location. While the airport presently serves
small airplanes, it cannot accommodate large
airplane traffic generated within the service
area. Furthermore, the airport cannot sustain
the delivery of aeronautical services.
Closing two public owned airports and
constructing a new airport facility to serve
users within the Pella Municipal Airport and
Oskaloosa Municipal Airport service area will
benefit the general aviation community. The
“Replacement Airport” will


Past studies have documented site constraints
associated with the Pella Municipal Airport that
inhibit the ability of the airport to
accommodate aeronautical activity. These
constraints include:
‐

‐


‐

‐

Runway length constraints (displaced
thresholds each end). Airport environs
that prohibit development of lower
instrument approach minimums
Land use compatibility issues

Less than a desired 95% wind coverage at
10.5 knots by the primary runway justifies a
second runway.
‐ Site development constraints (land use,
terrain)
An assessment of the existing Pella Municipal
Airport concluded that the cost to develop a
“Limited Build” ARC C‐II facility would be
comparable to the cost associated with a “Full
Build” ARC C‐II airport at an alternative
airport.
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Provide a critical mass of based aircraft
that will generate a threshold of activity
to support a wide range of aeronautical
services.

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐


Aircraft maintenance: Piston, Turbine
* Power
* Airframe
Aircraft Fuel
* 100LL, Jet A
Aircraft rental
Charter service
* Passenger
* Freight
Aircraft sales
Avionics sales and maintenance
Flight instruction

Provide an airport facility that can
accommodate large airplanes (on a
regular basis) with the following
characteristics:
 Approach Speed: Under 141 knots
 Wing Span: Less than 79 feet
 Gross weight: up to 65,000 pounds
dual wheel
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Provide airport environs that will
accommodate approach minimums as low
as 200 feet decision height and ½ mile
forward visibility.



Accommodate
aircraft
operations
generated by several large manufacturing,
processing and services companies located
in the two service areas.
‐ Continental U.S. trips to the east/west
coasts
‐ International trips to all continents



Reduce vehicle travel distance and drive
times
‐ Utilize the public investment already
made in the Iowa Highway 163 corridor

The South Central Regional Airport Agency
(SCRAA) has the ability to acquire land, accept
state and federal grants, and construct and
maintain airport facilities. A copy of the
agreement creating the South Central Regional
Airport Agency is included in Appendix C.

This document is organized into five (5)
chapters. Chapter One provides an overview of
on‐going efforts to develop a joint airport
facility. Chapter Two provides a brief overview
of the governing body that will develop and
manage the “Replacement” Airport. Chapter
Three sets forth the basis for the “Request for
Release” for each of the two public owned
airports. A summary of the existing airport
facilities (Oskaloosa Municipal Airport, Pella
Municipal Airport) is provided in Chapter Four.
Chapter Five provides a summary of
aeronautical activity, anticipated capital costs,
and the intended use of proceeds from disposal
of assets.
Supporting documentation may be found in the
Appendices A through E.
Appendix A: Oskaloosa Municipal Airport‐
Property Deeds/Conveyance Documents
Appendix B: Pella Municipal Airport‐Property
Deeds/Conveyance Documents

The City of Pella is requesting a release from its
federal obligations so as to close and dispose of
the existing Pella Municipal Airport at the time
the “Replacement” airport is operational.

Appendix C: 28 E Agreement‐creating the South
Central Regional Airport Agency

The City of Oskaloosa is requesting a release
from its federal obligations so as to dispose of
land assets that have no aeronautical purpose
at present or in the foreseeable future. The City
will close the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport at
the time the “Replacement” airport is
operational.

Appendix E: Oskaloosa Municipal Airport
Appraisal Report

Revenues generated from the disposal of
airport assets from each airport will be invested
in the “Replacement” airport. Reference may
be made to Section 5.4 regarding the intended
use of proceeds.
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Appendix D: Pella Municipal Airport‐Appraisal
Report

Exhibit ES‐1 shows the location of the existing
public airports and the Replacement Airport
search area. The search area is defined in the
agreement between the City of Oskaloosa, City
of Pella and Mahaska County.
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SOURCE: GIS Data courtesy of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources and the Iowa Department of Transportation
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EXHIBIT ES-1

1.0 JOINT AIRPORT INITIATIVE: HISTORIC PERSPECTIVE
The City of Pella and the City of Oskaloosa have
explored the concept of a new airport and
closure of their existing airports since 2001.
The Pella Replacement Airport Master Plan
follows three (3) previous studies regarding the
Pella Municipal Airport. In 1999, the City of
Pella commissioned a Feasibility Study to assess
future needs of the Pella Municipal Airport. The
study, completed in July 2000 by Kirkham
Michael Consulting Engineers, concluded:


The Airport Reference Code (ARC) for the
existing Pella Airport, B‐II is not sufficient
due to significant use by a based “C”
category airplane as well as future activity
by “C” category aircraft.



The airport should be developed to ARC C‐II
standards.



The cost to develop the existing airport to
ARC “C‐II” standards would exceed the cost
of developing a new site.

The Feasibility Study‐2000 also recommended
the City of Pella seek to involve participation of
other nearby communities. Based in part on
this recommendation, the City of Pella,
together with the cities of Knoxville and
Oskaloosa, sought and received a grant from
the Iowa Department of Transportation (IA
DOT) Office of Aviation to examine the
feasibility of developing a regional facility to
replace three (3) public owned airports.
The Study, initiated by HR Green in 2001,
culminated with the preparation of an Airport
Master Plan in 2005. After the initial site
selection, the City of Knoxville declined further
participation. The cities of Pella and Oskaloosa
proceeded with development of an Airport
Master Plan for the preferred site. A draft of
the Airport Master Plan referenced as the Red
Rock Regional Airport was completed in August
2005.

During the development of the Red Rock
Airport Master Plan, part of the proposed site
was listed on the National Historic Register.
Given the potential classification as a Section
4(f) resource, work was discontinued.
In November 2005, the Oskaloosa City Council
discouraged further study.
Following the joint effort, the City of Pella
formed an Aviation Review Committee to
provide recommendations to the Mayor and
Council. The Pella Aviation Review Committee
prepared and submitted a report to the City
in 2006. The Pella Aviation Review Committee
recommended the City of Pella proceed with
development of a replacement airport.
Snyder & Associates, Inc. was retained by the
City to assist in preparing the required studies
for a replacement airport.
The City of Pella requested assistance from
the Federal Aviation Administration to fund,
in part, the planning process. The planning
process was defined and set forth in a scope
of work.
The scope of work provided for the ultimate
preparation of four (4) stand alone
documents.





An Airport Improvement Program (AIP) grant
offer (3‐19‐0112‐05‐2007) was provided to
the City of Pella on May 21, 2007. Following
acceptance, the City issued a Notice to
Proceed (NTP) on June 19, 2007.
Upon receiving the Notice to Proceed, Snyder
& Associates, Inc. began work on the Airport
Feasibility Study. The Feasibility Study
included the following elements:
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Airport Feasibility Study
Benefit‐Cost Analysis
Airport Master Plan/Airport Layout Plan
Environmental Assessment

Executive Summary: Chapter One
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Existing Pella Municipal Airport to include
the facilities and services: Chapter Two
Existing site constraints: Chapters Three
and Four
Forecast of aeronautical demand: Chapter
Three
Facility needs: Chapter Four
Alternative to accommodate aeronautical
demand at the existing airport: Chapter Five
(No Build and Build Alternatives)



Alternatives to accommodate aeronautical
demand to include alternative site location:
Chapter Six



Site selection to include candidate sites, site
evaluation, selection of a preferred site and
a alternative site: Chapter Six



FAA airspace analysis:
Replacement Airport



Capital Costs: Chapter Five, Six and Seven

Chapter

Six‐

The City of Pella created a task force to assist
in the preparation of the Feasibility Study.
The task force consisted of nine (9) members
representing the City of Pella, Marion County,
Airport users, and the public.
The Aviation Task Force recommended Site C
as the preferred site for the proposed Pella
Replacement Airport. The Pella City Council
considered the recommendations from the
Aviation Task Force and passed a resolution
of March 4, 2008 to continue further
evaluation of the preferred site‐Site C.
Three (3) alternatives were developed for Site
C with Alternate C‐3 recommended for
further study.
The FAA, in a letter dated 9‐10‐09, directed
Snyder & Associates to re‐evaluate the
existing airport site. The change in work
scope by FAA was based on the rationale that
the Red Rock Study‐2005 was developed
around the concept of a regional airport.
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For that reason, FAA concluded that prior
studies did not fully evaluate alternatives that
may be available at the existing site.
Two limited build alternatives
developed for the existing airport.



were

Limited ARC B‐II Build Alternative
Limited ARC C‐II Build Alternative

Due to site constraints, was not reasonable to
consider a full ARC C‐II Build Alternative that
would support a precision instrument
approach with minimums down to ½ ‐mile
visibility and a decision height of 200 feet.
The existing Pella Municipal Airport site
cannot provide for the development of a
crosswind runway to the desired length of
3,900 feet.
Representatives from the City of Pella and
staff from FAA Central Region met on March
3, 2010 to discuss site constraints associated
with the existing site and the limited build
alternatives. The meeting also provided the
opportunity to review the outcome from
previous
initiatives
to
include
the
replacement airport alternative.
Following the March 3, 2010 meeting, FAA
Authorized the City of Pella to continue with
work on the Replacement Airport.
The FAA Central Region in their comments
dated March 9, 2010 stated that all proceeds
from the closure and disposal of the existing
site will be allocated to development of
landside needs at the replacement airport
site.
The City of Pella considered a range of
alternatives within the Airport Feasibility
Study. These include:


No Build Alternative‐Existing Site



ARC B‐II Build Alternative‐Existing Site



Limited ARC C‐II Alternative‐Existing Site



Full ARC C‐II
Replacement Sites



Service from another public owned airport

Build

Alternative‐

Chapter 1
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The FAA approved the Aviation Forecast and
accepted the Airport Feasibility Study on May 7,
2010. The City of Pella instructed Snyder &
Associates, Inc. to develop an Airport Layout
Plan (ALP) based on the concept plan
(Alternative Site C‐3).
The Airport Layout Plan was submitted to FAA
for airspace analysis and review. A
determination “Conditional No Objection” was
issued on May 4, 2011. Reference may be made
to Airspace Case No. 2010‐ACE‐1392‐NRA.
The FAA, in an email dated September 1, 2011,
recommended the Airport Layout Plan for the
Replacement Airport be submitted for
“Conditional Approval.” The FAA furthermore
recommended upon a final determination
regarding ALP approval that the AIP Grant No.
3‐19‐0112‐05‐2007 be closed.
The AIP Grant No. 3‐19‐0112‐05‐2007 provided
for the development and preparation of three
(3) projects.

Work associated with the grant was placed on
hold in 2010 pending the outcome of a
renewed effort by the City of Pella and the
City of Oskaloosa to develop a joint airport
site. The FAA concluded that if the two (2)
cities could develop an agreement to
undertake the joint effort, the effort being
carried out under AIP Grant No. 3‐19‐0112‐
05‐2007 would be terminated.
Should an agreement not be reached
between the two cities, FAA would issue a
new grant for the preparation of the required
environmental document for a Pella
Replacement Airport.
The City of Pella and the City of Oskaloosa
renewed joint airport dialogue. Through a
series of meetings in 2011, the City of Pella,
City of Oskaloosa and Mahaska County
developed a 28E Agreement creating the
South Central Regional Airport Agency
(SCRAA).

1. Feasibility Study to include alternatives
2. Airport Layout Plan and Airport Master Plan
for the Replacement Airport (Site C‐3)
3. Environmental Assessment (EA).
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2.0 SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL AIRPORT AGENCY
The City of Pella, City of Oskaloosa and Mahaska County, Iowa have entered into an agreement to
jointly develop, operate and maintain a public owned airport facility. The South Central Regional
Airport Agency (SCRAA) was created pursuant to Iowa Code 28E.
The FAA Office of Regional Counsel (via email dated February 29, 2012), determined that the South
Central Regional Airport Agency has the legal authority to act as a sponsor and enter into
agreements with the FAA.
The 28E Agreement sets forth the composition and powers of the Board of Directors. The City of
Pella is identified as the coordinating agency for the Board. The 28E Agreement also sets forth
conditions related to the disposal of existing airport facilities and assets.
The initial development of the replacement airport is described in Article VII of the Agreement. The
28E Agreement also describes the allocation of cost associated with construction, operations and
maintenance.
A copy of the 28E Agreement may be found in Appendix C.
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3.0 REQUEST FOR RELEASE FROM FEDERAL OBLIGATION
3.1

OSKALOOSA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (00A)

The Oskaloosa Municipal Airport is owned,
maintained and operated by the City of
Oskaloosa. The 620 acre site was determined to
be surplus and was assigned to the General
Services Administration (GSA) department of
the federal government for disposal pursuant
to the provisions of the Federal Property and
Administration Services Act of 1949 (63
STAT.377) as amended. The Quit Claim Deed
was executed on March 5, 1959 and field in
Mahaska County, Book 171, Page 608 (See
Appendix A).
The City of Oskaloosa is seeking two (2) types of
releases. Given the length of time between this
request for release and the date the
replacement airport becomes operational, the
City has desires to dispose of a part of the
existing airport that is not required for an
aeronautical purpose.
The Oskaloosa Municipal Airport maintains a
facility designed to accommodate operations by
Approach Category A and B airplanes (under
121 knots) and a wing span under 79 feet
(Design Group II). As such there is 360 acres not
needed for an aeronautical purpose.
The current approved airport layout plan is
depicted over an aerial photograph (See Exhibit
3‐1). Reference may also be made to Exhibits 4‐
11, 4‐12 and 4‐13.
The 337.5 acres is currently leased for
agricultural purposes. The City of Oskaloosa
desires to dispose of all or part of the 337.5
acres. Revenue from the disposal of the 338.4
acres will be used as part of the City’s
contribution
to
development
of
the
replacement airport.
Exhibit 3‐1 shows five (5) parcels that may be
sold.

Parcel B
84.3 acres
Parcel C
84.3 Acres
Parcel D
18.3 acres
Parcel E
39.1 acres
Parcel F
16.9 acres
Total 337.5 acres
Please note that a plat of survey has not
been prepared for the previously referenced
parcels. The final acreage may vary slightly.
Corn and soybean production is considered
the highest and best use of the property not
needed for an aeronautical purpose.
It is the opinion of the City that the 337.5
acres is not nor will be needed. The City will
incorporate language set forth in FAA Order
5190.6B Paragraph 22.16
a. Continuing Right of Flight overall Airport
Land Disposals
b. Continuing
Property

Restriction

on

Released

The City of Oskaloosa will maintain
ownership of the remaining acreage until
such time the replacement airport becomes
operational. At that time, the City desires to
dispose of the remaining 277.8 acres.
Revenue generated from the disposal of the
277.8 acres will be used to develop the
replacement airport. Reference may be
made to section 5.4 Intended Use of
Proceeds.
The request includes provision related to:
(1) Airport Development Aid Program
(ADAP) Agreement: Grant Agreement
(2) Federal‐Aid Airport Program (FAAP)
Agreement: grant Agreement or Advance
Planning Agreement

Parcel A 86.8 acres
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The City of Oskaloosa has accepted federal
assistance under the FAA Airport
Improvement Program (AIP). Upon accepting
the grant, the City agreed to adhere to the
grant assurance.

(3) Development Landing Areas National
Defense (DLAND), Development Civil
Landing Areas (DCLA), and AP‐4 Agreements
Resolution by Governing Jurisdiction)
(4) Surplus Property Act of 1944, as amended
Agreement: Conveyance Pursuant to
Section 13 (War Assets Administration
(WAA) Regulation 16 or Public Law 80‐289)

Oskaloosa Municipal Airport:
3‐19‐0072‐01‐1998‐Rehabilitate Runway
13/31, Rehabilitate Taxiway‐$1,146,614

(5) Federal Airport act of 1946, as amended
Agreement: Deed or Conveyance Pursuant
to Section 16

3‐19‐0072‐02‐2000‐Rehabilitate Runway and
Taxiway Lighting‐$293,578
3‐19‐0072‐03‐2003‐Install Weather
Reporting Equipment, Rehabilitate Runway
14/22, Rehabilitate Taxiway‐$294,765

(6) Federal Aviation Act of 1958, as amended
Agreement: Instrument of Conveyance
Pursuant to Section 303(c)

3‐19‐0072‐04‐2005‐Construct Taxiway
(grade, pave, light partial parallel)‐$291,208

(7) Civil rights Act of 1964, as amended
Agreement: Assurances Pursuant to Title VI:
Reference Department of Transportation
Regulations, Part 23

3‐19‐0072‐05‐2007‐Construct Taxiway
(grade, pave, light partial parallel)‐$737,165

(8) Airport and Airway Development Act of
1970 Agreement Deed of Conveyance
Pursuant to Section 23

3‐19‐0072‐06‐2010‐Update Airport Master
Plan Study‐$141,4081
3‐19‐0072‐07‐2011‐Rehabilitate Access
Road‐$369,053

Reference to FAA Order 5190.2R List of Public
Airport Affected by Agreements with the
Federal Government dated April 30, 1990 shows
two (2) types of agreements:
G=Grant Agreements under FAAP, ADAP or AIP
Y= Assurances pursuant to Title VI, Civil Rights
Act

1

Due to the joint effort to develop a replacement
airport, this grant offer was terminated.
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1:1000

DATA SOURCE: Aerial Photography Courtesy of the Iowa Department of Natural Resources
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EXHIBIT 3-1

3.2 PELLA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (PEA)
The Pella municipal Airport is owned,
maintained and operated by the City of Pella.
The 109 acre site was acquired with local funds.
Reference to FAA Order 5190.2R dated April 30,
1990 does not list the Pella Municipal Airport as
being an obligated facility.
Since 1990, the City of Pella has accepted
federal assistance under the FAA Airport
Improvement Program (AIP). By accepting the
federal assistance, it has agreed to the grant
assurances set forth in the grant agreement.
The City of Pella has accepted from the
following grants:
3‐19‐0112‐01‐2003‐Rehabilitate Apron,
Rehabilitate Runway‐$94,174
3‐19‐0112‐02‐2004‐Extend Taxiway‐$217,886
3‐19‐0112‐03‐2005‐Install Perimeter Fencing ‐
$26,205
3‐19‐0112‐04‐2006‐Conduct Airport Master
Plan Study‐$39,898
3‐19‐0112‐05‐2007‐Conduct Airport Master
Plan Study‐$200,579
3‐19‐0112‐06‐2007‐Rehabilitate Runway‐
$32,278
3‐19‐0112‐07‐2008‐Acquire Snow Removal
Equipment‐$146,095
3‐19‐0112‐08‐2009‐Acquire Snow Removal
Equipment‐$115,825
3‐19‐0112‐09‐2010‐Rehabilitate Runway
$179,757

Request for Release-Pella/Oskaloosa/111.0989

The City of Pella desires to dispose of the
existing airport site at the time the
replacement airport becomes operational.
The City is requesting a release from its
federal obligation for the purpose of disposal
of the 109 acres at the existing site. Revenue
realized from the disposal of assets will be
reinvested in the replacement airport to
cover the necessary airport assets that were
either ineligible for funding or were not
funded
by
the
Federal
Aviation
Administration during the initial construction
of the replacement airport. This includes
funding for the terminal building, fixed based
operator maintenance shop, and the
necessary public hangars. Any excess funds
above and beyond these needs will be used
to fund future operational and capital
expenditures at the replacement airport that
are allocated to the City of Pella.
The snow removal acquired with AIP
assistance in 2008 and 2009 will be
transferred to the South Central Regional
Airport (SCRAA).
In addition to the 109 acres, the Pella
Wastewater Utility acquired 137.4 acres
adjacent to the Pella Municipal Airport. The
Airport Layout Plan (ALP) and Exhibit A
Property Map identified additional property
needed
to
accommodate
facility
improvements associated with an airport
designed to ARC B‐II standards.
Since the 137.4 acres was initially acquired
with funds from the Pella Wastewater
Utility, the City desires to return revenue
realized from the disposal of the 137.4 acres
to the Pella Wastewater Utility.
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4.0 EXISTING AIRPORT PROPERTY AND FACILITIES
4.1

PELLA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (PEA)

The Pella Municipal Airport is located within the City of Pella and is accessible from Iowa Highway
163 via Washington Street and West 15th Street. The airport latitude is 41° 24’ 04.4000” north. The
longitude is 92° 56’ 45.1000” west. The established airport elevation is 884.8 feet above mean sea
level.
The airport is located on 109 acres of land owned in fee by the City of Pella. An additional 137.4
acres (more or less) of land owned by the City is adjacent to the land designated as airport
property. The land was acquired by the Pella Wastewater Utility as a location for sludge disposal.
The airport supports a single runway, Runway 16/34. The runway pavement is 5,403 feet in length.
The pavement width is 75 feet. The runway thresholds are displaced 200 feet on each end. The
declared distances are noted as follows for Runways 16 and 34.
Declared Distance
Take Off Run Available (TORA)
Take Off Distance Available (TODA)
Accelerate Stop Distance Available (ASDA)
Landing Distance Available (LDA)

Runway 16

Runway 34

5,400’
5,400’
5,200’
5,000’

5,400’
5,400’
5,200’
5,000’

The thresholds were displaced so as to provide for the runway safety area (RSA), runway object free
area (ROFA) and the required separational distance between the 20:1 approach slope and existing
airport access road. The existing threshold locations satisfy RSA and ROFA requirements for
Airplane Design Group Category B‐II.
The runway protection zones (RPZ) extending beyond each end are acceptable for a utility runway
supporting a non‐precision instrument approach. The property interest associated with the RPZ
extending beyond Runway 34 is provided in fee and easement. Sufficient property interest for part
of the RPZ extending beyond Runway 16 has not been acquired.
RNAV (GPS) approaches have been published to Runways 16 and 34. An NDB approach is available
to Runway 34.
Table 4-1
Approach Visibility Minimums-pea
Runway
RNAV (GPS) Runway 16

RNAV (GPS) Runway 34

NDB Runway 34

Category
LPV DA
LNAV/VNAV DA
LNAV/MDA
Circling
LNAV MDA
Circling
S‐34
Circling
S‐34
Circling

Category A

Category B

Category C

1232‐1 ¼ 347
1288‐1 ½ 403
1360‐1 475
1380‐1 495
1320‐1 441
1380‐1 495
1420‐1 540
1420‐1 535
Knoxville Altimeter Setting Min.
1460‐1 580
1460‐1 575

1360‐1 ¼ 475
1440‐1 ½ 555
1320‐1 ¼ 441
1140‐1 ½ 555
1420‐1 ½ 540
1440‐1 ½ 555
1460‐1 ½ 580
1460‐1 ½ 575

Source: AIRNAV January 2009
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Airfield pavements were inspected on August 31, 2008 by Applied Pavement Technology, Inc. A
pavement condition index (PCI) analysis was undertaken. Based on a scale of zero (failed) to 100
(excellent), the 2008 area PCI weighted average was 92 compared to 98 in 2004.
Table 4-2
PCI
Branch1

A01PE

Pella Municipal Airport
Section
2008
LCD3
Load4
Area (sf)
PCI

Section

Surface
Type2

Climate or
Durability5

01

PCC

50,441

6/1/1969

82

0

49

02

PCC

14,430

1/1/2000

83

0

62

03

PCC

16,650

1/1/200

91

30

64

04
01

PCC
PCC

8,880
97,140

1/1/2000
1/1/2000

98
87

0
30

100
51

02

PCC

35,000

96

0

100

03

PCC

140,000

97

0

51

04

PCC

35,000

10/1/198
9
10/1/198
9
10/1/198
9

84

0

52

05

PCC

7,350

90

0

20

06
07

PCC
PCC

82,427
37,300

10/1/196
9
6/1/1989
6/1/1989

99
85

0
0

100
46

08
09

PCC
PCC

10,953
13,620

6/1/2003
6/1/2003

100
98

0
0

0
80

01

PCC

13,223

6/1/1969

76

0

78

R16PE

T01PE

Distress Types
Durability, cracking, faulting,
joint spalling, corner spalling
Joint Seal Damage, Corner
spalling
Corner break, Linear
cracking, joint seal damage,
corner spalling
Joint seal damage
Corner break, linear
cracking, durability cracking,
joint seal damage, faulting,
shattered slab, corner
spalling
Durability cracking, joint seal
damage
Joint seal damage, large
patching, shrinkage cracking
Durability cracking, joint seal
damage, large patching,
faulting, shrinkage cracking,
corner spalling
Joint seal damage, joint
spalling, corner spalling
Joint seal damage
Durability cracking, joint seal
damage, small patching,
large patching, shrinkage
cracking, joint spalling,
corner spalling
No Distress
Durability cracking, joint seal
damage, shrinkage cracking
Durability cracking, joint seal
damage, large patching,
shrinkage cracking

1

See figure 3 for the location of the branch and section.

2

AC=asphalt cement concrete; AAC=asphalt overlay on AC; PCC= Portland cement concrete; APC=asphalt overlay on PCC.

3

LCD=last construction date.

4

Distress due to load includes those distresses attributed to a structural deficiency in the pavement, such as alligator (fatigue) cracking, rutting,
or shattered concrete slabs.

5

Distress due to climate or durability includes those distresses attributed to either the aging of the pavement and the effects of the
environment (such as weathering and raveling or block cracking in asphalt pavements) or to a materials‐related problem (such as durability
cracking in a concrete pavement)
Source: Applied Pavement Technology‐2008
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Runway 16/34 is equipped with medium intensity threshold and edge lights. Each runway is also
equipped with runway end identifier lights (REIL) and precision approach path light (PAPI) units. The
visual glide angle to Runway 16 is 3.30 degrees. The visual glide angle to Runway 34 is 3.00 degrees.
The controlling obstructions are trees located beyond each runway end.
Height above runway end
Distance from runway end
Centerline offset
Controlling Slope

Runway 16

Runway 34

23’
942’
135’ R
32:1

35’
667’
180’ L
13:1

The airport supports an AWOS, rotating beacon light, lighted wind indicator and UNICOM.
Six (6) conventional hangars are located on the airport. One (1) of the four hangars is used for
aircraft maintenance. There are four (4) tee hangar structures providing storage space for 21
aircraft. The FBO reports there are aircraft waiting for storage space.

Displaced Threshold Runway 34

Displaced Threshold Runway 16

Connecting Taxiway from
Runway 16/34 to apron

Request for Release-Pella/Oskaloosa/111.0989
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Aircraft Storage
FBO Maintenance Facility (65’ x 75’)
 18’ x 60’ clear door

4,875 SF

Vermeer Manufacturing (70’ x 60’)
 20’0” x 64’0” clear door

4,200 SF

FBO Aircraft Storage (60’ x 120’)
 15’8” x 49’ 8” clear door

7,200 SF

Vermeer Manufacturing (70’ x 60’)
 20’0” x 64’0” clear door

4,200 SF

Pella Corporation (100’ x 100’)
 19’8” x 80’6” clear

10,000 SF

Tee Hangar I
 5 units

Tee Hangar II
 5 units

Tee Hangar III
 6 units

Tee Hangar IV
 5 units

Tee hangars I and III penetrate the FAR Part 77 transitional surfaces associated with Runway 16/34.
The fixed base operator (FBO) provides 100LL and Jet A fuel, aircraft maintenance, aircraft rental
and flight instruction. A terminal building provides space for FBO offices, a meeting room, pilot
briefing, public restrooms and lounge area. The terminal building contains 1,155 square feet of floor
space on the main floor. The FBO utilizes 512 square feet. The remaining 643 square feet is set
aside as a public lounge area. The basement provides an additional 1,155 square feet of space of
which 168 square feet is used by the FBO and the remaining 987 square feet is set aside as public
meeting space.

PAPI Light Units Runway 16

Displaced Threshold Lighting and REIL

Request for Release-Pella/Oskaloosa/111.0989

Displaced Threshold Lighting and REILs

Electrical Vault
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Aircraft Parking

Fuel 100 LL Jet A

Request for Release-Pella/Oskaloosa/111.0989

Vehicle Parking‐29 stalls

Aircraft Storage Building‐2008 (7,200 sq. feet)
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Terminal Building (1,155 sq. feet, main floor)

Terminal Building (Public Lounge Area)
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FBO maintenance facility (4,875 sq. feet)

Terminal Building (Basement 1, 155 sq. feet)
Public Meeting Room
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Corporate Hangar Facilities

4,200 square feet

Tee Hangar Storage Units

6‐Unit Tee Hangar

4,200 square feet

5‐Unit Tee Hangar

10,000 Square feet

5 Unit Tee Hangar

A conventional hangar (60’ x 120’) was constructed in 2008 to provide aircraft storage space.
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Ford Dealer northwest of Runway 18

Condos west of Runway 16

Casey General Store northwest of Runway 1

Model west of Runway 16

Exhibit 44
Runway 16Off Airport Land Use

The existing airport site is contained. As noted in the aerial photograph (Exhibit 4‐1), the area
beyond Runway 16 is constrained by the location of Iowa Highway 163, County Road G28 and the IA
163/County Road G28 interchange. Commercial development has occurred beyond Runway 16.
Residential and recreational uses have been developed beyond Runway 34. These uses include the
Bos Landen Golf Course, low to high density residential uses.
Land use characteristics, density and development patterns are illustrated in the photographs
referenced in Exhibits 4‐4 and 4‐5. Future land use patterns are envisioned within the
Comprehensive Land Use Plan. Reference may be made to Exhibit 4‐6.
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Approach to Runway 34

Golf Course at Runway 34

Condos approach to Runway 34

Main Shed

Exhibit 45
Runway 34Off Airport Land Use
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Exhibit 4-6 Southwest Development Area
Southwest Development Area
The Southwest Development Area is focused
on the redevelopment and infill of the existing
airport site. The elevation changes to the south
and highway to the north limit a much needed
expansion of the existing airport runway.
Identifying a site for relocation of the airport is
underway and will allow the existing airport
site to be redeveloped. The site has some
significant assets for development including
existing water and sewer service and access to
the Bos Landen development. The area should
develop with a mixture of uses that utilizes the
Highway 163 interchange, flat topography of
the airport area itself, and rolling hills to the
west and south. Essential aspects to
development of this area include:

 Medium and higher density housing
development.
The airport development should provide a mixture of
housing including medium and higher density
developments. The development mixture should
provide transitions between commercial and office
land uses and diversity of choices for residents.
Medium density residential development should be
located south of Airport Road. The mixture of
housing in this area could include smaller lot single
family, townhomes, and duplexes and provide a
transition between commercial development north
of Airport Road and single family uses to the south.
Higher density residential should also be included in
the housing mix and could be located along the new
runway drive, which would likely function as a
collector street with higher traffic volumes.

 A connected street system. For the
Southwest Development Area the Highway 163
bypass can easily isolate the neighborhood
from the rest of the community Therefore,
providing a connected transportation system
that offers multiple access points to the area,
connections to the Bos Landen development,
and neighborhood level connections will be
essential.
As part of this system, the city should utilize
the existing runway to connect an extended
Airport Road with Idaho Drive. As a collector
street, it should be nicely landscaped and
function as a transition between business park
and office development to the east and
residential development to the west. Parkways
should connect a new runway drive with
Highway T15 and residential development to
Utrecht Laan.

 Sites for future public facilities. As a large
development site, the Southwest Area should include
public facilities to service a growing population.
These should include additional park space with a
possible sports complex. The flat ground of the
airport runway area makes the site less appealing for
residential development but it could be the ideal site
of a sports complex and business park development.
Financing the sports complex could be done by
selling a portion of the site for business park
development.
 Preservation of environmental features. Areas to
the west and south of the airport do have
environmental features that should be integrated
into any overall project design. These include
drainage ways and significant tree cover. The
drainage ways should be utilized as greenways that
connect the neighborhood to the city’s overall trail
and greenway system. The large stands of trees
should also be conserved, possibly allowing clusters
of higher density development that protects
significant environmental features.

Request for Release-Pella/Oskaloosa/111.0989
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4.2

OSKALOOSA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (00A)

The Oskaloosa Municipal Airport is located
approximately 9 miles southeast of the city. The
Airport Reference Point (ARP) latitude is 41‐13‐
34.0000N. The longitude is 92‐29‐37.8000N. The
established airport elevation is 840 feet above sea
level.
The initial property transfer from the United States
to the City of Oskaloosa contained 580 acres
together with two (2) easements of 40 and 20
acres respectively. Airfield construction consisted
of four runway facilities, each 2,000 feet in length
and 200 feet in width. Two of the original runways
were abandoned and converted to other uses.
Construction of the original airfield paving was
completed in 1944. Construction consisted of a
Portland Cement Concrete (PCC) approximately 8‐
inches thick. Subbase and subgrade construction
data was not available from existing sources of
information.
Runway 13/31 was initially 2,000 feet in length
and 200 feet in width when completed in 1944. A
1,100 foot extension was placed on Runway 31 in
1964. This extension was built using a 30‐inch
asphalt concrete (AC) surface over a 6‐inch
crushed rock base course, a 5‐inch subbase course,
one (1) foot of selected subgrade material and a
compacted earth base.
A 400 foot extension was placed on Runway 13 in
1979. This section of pavement was built with 6‐
inches of PCC over 6‐inches of compacted
subgrade. In the same year, the 1,100 foot
extension on Runway 31 was overlaid with
approximately 2.75 inches of asphalt.
Runway 13/31 is presently 4,012 feet in length and
75 feet in width. A full parallel taxiway 35 feet in
width was constructed in two phases with the last
being completed in 2008.
Runway 13/31 is equipped with medium intensity
runway threshold and edge lights. Runway end
identifier lights are operational on each end.
Runway 13 and 31 is also equipped with precision
approach path indicator light units.

Request for Release-Pella/Oskaloosa/111.0989

Non‐precision instrument markings are in place
on Runway 13/31. The 1944 Naval Airfield
construction also provided for storm sewers on
each side of the rectangular construction. The
Oskaloosa Airport consequently has an
extensive storm sewer system in place.
When initially constructed, Runway 4/22 was
2,000 feet in length and 200 feet in width. The
runway was constructed in 1944 and consisted
of 8‐inch PCC. The existing pavement markings
are located to provide at present a runway
1,926 in length and 75 feet in width.
The runway functions as a crosswind runway
facility. The orientation is 224.33.49 and
provides an 81.23 percent level of wind
coverage at a crosswind component value of
10.5 knots.
Runway 4/22 has an estimated single wheel
loading of 25,000 pounds. A non‐precision
instrument approach has been published for
Runway 22 while a visual approach is
maintained on Runway 4.
The runway is not equipped with edge or
threshold lights. Consequently, use is limited to
daylight operations. Non‐precision instrument
runway markings are in place.
A non‐directional radio beacon (NDB) is located
on the airport. A non‐precision instrument
approach may also be made to Runway 31
using the Ottumwa VORTAC facility. RNAV (GPS)
approaches have been published to Runways 13
and 31.
An AWOS facility is located near the midpoint of
the existing runways. Reference may be made
to Exhibit 3‐1.
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Table 4-3
Approach Visibility Minimums-00a
Runway

Category

Category A

Category B

LPV DA

1187‐1 ¼ 350

RNAV (GPS) Runway 31

LNAV/VNAV DA
LNAV/MDA

1209‐1 ¼ 372
1200‐1 363

RNAV (GPS) Runway 13

Circling
LPV DA
LNAV/VNAV DA
LNAV/MDA
Circling

1260‐1 419

1300‐1 459
1193‐1 ¼ 356
1219‐1 ¼ 382
1220‐1 383
1300‐1 459

VOR/DME Runway 31

S‐31
Circling

1260‐1 420

1200‐1 363
1300‐1 460

NDB Runway 22

S‐22
Circling

1260‐419

1540‐1 700
1540‐1 699

Category C

1300‐1 ½ 459

1300‐1 ½ 459

1300‐1 ½ 460
1540‐2 700
1540‐2 700

Source: AIRNAV

The pavements at the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport were inspected on September 10, 2011. The 2011
area‐weighted condition of Oskaloosa Municipal Airport is 69, with conditions ranging from 27 to 100
(on a scale of 0 [failed] to 100 [excellent]). During the previous pavement inspection in 2008, the area‐
weighted PCI of the airport was 73.
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Table 4-4
Pavement evaluation results
Oskaloosa Municipal Airport

Branch1

Section1

R040K

01

PCC

120,000

6/1/1944

61

41

22

R13OK

01

PCC

300,239

9/30/1998

87

0

80

T01OK

01

PCC

246,348

6/1/1944

53

54

15

02

PCC

15,990

9/30/1998

88

0

100

T01OK

Section
Area (sf)

LCD3

2011
PCI

% Distress Due to
Climate or
Load4 Durability5

Surface
Type2

03

PcC

125,000

6/1/1944

27

64

10

T02OK
T03OK

01
01

PCC
PCC

24,038
26,359

6/30/1998
9/30/1998

86
79

17
0

83
44

T04OK

01

PCC

9,759

6/1/1998

89

0

63

01
02
03

PCC
PCC
PCC

31,263
61,556
39,129

5/3/2007
5/3/2007
1/1/2005

100
100
98

0
0
0

0
0
0

T05OK

Distress Types6
Corner Break, Corner Spall, Faulting,
Joint Seal Damage, Joint Spall, Large
Patch, OTD Cracking, Shattered Slab
Corner Spall, Joint Seal Damage, Joint
Spall, Map Cracking/Scaling/Crazing
Corner Break, Corner Spall, Faulting,
Joint Seal Damage, Joint Spall, Large
Patch, LTD Cracking, Shattered Slab,
Shrinkage Cracking, Small Patch
Joint Seal Damage
Corner Spall, Durability Cracking, Joint
Seal Damage, Joint Spall, Large Patch,
LTD Cracking, Shattered Slab
Corner Break, Joint Seal Damage
Corner Spall, Joint Seal Damage, Joint
Spall
Corner Spall, Joint Seal Damage,
Shrinkage Cracking
No Distress
No Distress
Corner Spall, Joint Spall, Small Patch

1

See figure 3 for the location of the branch and section.

2

AC=asphalt cement concrete; AAC=asphalt overlay on AC; PCC= Portland cement concrete; APC=asphalt overlay on PCC.

3

LCD=last construction date.

4

Distress due to load includes those distresses attributed to a structural deficiency in the pavement, such as alligator (fatigue) cracking, rutting,
or shattered concrete slabs.

5

Distress due to climate or durability includes those distresses attributed to either the aging of the pavement and the effects of the
environment (such as weathering and raveling or block cracking in asphalt pavements) or to a materials‐related problem (such as durability
cracking in a concrete pavement)
6 L&T Cracking= Longitudinal and Transverse Cracking; LTD Cracking=Longitudinal, Transverse, and Diagonal Cracking.
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OSKALOOSA, IOWA
MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
March 16, 2010
Project 9‐‐13‐058‐C401 Acquire easements for A and B at a 50% federal share = $1 50.
There have been no other land projects from A‐1 9‐0072‐01 through AlP ‐01 through ‐05.
Under the Surplus Property Act the former Cedar Outlying Field was transferred to the City of
Oskaloosa, IA by Quitclaim Deed on March 5, 1959 containing 580 acres with a 40‐acre airspace
easement. Recorded March 25, 1959 in Book 171, Page 608.
Part of the original airport tract was transferred by Quitclaim Deed on October 9, 1959 from the US
General Services Administration to the City of Oskaloosa under the authority of the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949. The Deed was recorded on October 21, 1959 in
Book 72, Page 370. Contains 40 acres presumably the previous airspace easement land
The file contains a Deed of Release for two parcels of land: 0.55 acre and 0.74 acre in July 1978.The
land was deeded to the County of Mahaska for use as a Public Highway recorded July 20, 1978 in
Book 214, Page 31.
In addition a Right of Way Easement was granted to Mahaska Rural Water Systems, Inc. on March
13, 1998 and recorded May 26, 1998 in Book 399, Page 341.
The Title Opinion dated March 10, 1999 refers to the fee property only and does not mention any
easements.
The latest Exhibit A property map shows an easement Parcel 3 for 4.7 acres taken in 1959 (probably
the purchase in the C401 project. It is also shown on the Certificate of Title dated July 2, 2007 along
with Parcel I in fee.
There is also a copy of a drawing of an easement at Runway 31 end showing the existing easement
of 4.54 acres, a new easement of 2.73 acres for a total of 7.27 acres with the new easement owners
shown as Harold & Effie Groenendyk.
The ALP property map shows the same information and data table as the Exhibit A in the file.

Source: FAA Central Region Airport Division Notes 3‐10‐10
Reference may be made to the Exhibit A Property Map.
(See Exhibit 4‐11)
Existing terminal area improvements are shown on Exhibit 4‐12. Photographs of existing
improvements are show on pages 4‐24 through 4‐28. Reference may also be made to the Approach
Report in Appendix E.
Exhibit 4‐13 depicts the latest approved Airport Layout Plan.
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Location Signage

Runway 14/32
Rehabilitation
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FBO Maintenance Facility
3,360 SF

FBO Maintenance Facility
4,800 SF

Aircraft Storage Hangar
6,400 SF
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Aircraft Parking/Fuel dispensers
100 LL , Jet A.

8 Unit Tee Hangar

Aircraft Storage 2,880 SF
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Airport Environs/Agricultural Land Use

Vehicle Parking

Airport Residence
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Terminal Building/FBO Office 2,500 SF

14 Unit Tee Hangar
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5.0 SPONSOR JUSTIFICATION AND INTENDED USE OF PROCEEDS
5.1

AERONAUTICAL ACTIVITY FORECASTS

PELLA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (PEA)
The number of aircraft based at the Pella Municipal Airport has increased from 12 in 1990 to 32 in
2012. As of February 28, 2012, there were 32 aircraft based at the airport. Of these, three (3) were
multi‐engine piston airplanes and four (4) were multi‐engine jet airplanes.
Table 5-1
Based Aircraft Pella municipal airport-2012
Regist ration

Ty pe

N696RK

Experimental Vans RV6

2

N9715Y

Beech P‐35

3

N317SW

Beech S‐35

4

N6552V

Beech V‐35A

5

N4769S

Piper PA‐32‐260

6

N121SS

Cessna 150

7

N8074K

Stinson 108‐2

8

N2352V

Cessna 140

9

N6245V

Beech V‐35

1

10

N32TA

Beech 36

11

N13380

Cessna 177B

12

N76806

Cessna 120

13

N2806R

Piper PA28R‐200

14

N8089C

Piper PA28‐181

15

N7127G

Cessna 172K

16

N733NK

Cessna 172N

17

N6468

Cirrus SR22

18

N922B

Beech 95B‐55

19

N3196A

Beech A36

20

N26LM

Beech 76

21

N3114N

Cessna 120

22

N3463K

Piper J3C65

23

N853DB

Cirrus SR20

24

N257AC

American Champion 7GCBC

25

N77149

Cessna 120

*Multi‐engine piston
*Multi‐engine piston

26

N340CF

Cessna 340A

27

N12VU

Learjet 45

*Multi‐engine jet

*Multi‐engine piston

28

N9LV

Raytheon Premier 1

*Multi‐enginejet

29

N863CD

Cirrus SR22

30

N73LR

Dassault Falcon 10

*Multi‐engine jet

31

N404LR

Beechjet 400A

*Multi‐engine jet

32

N583SR

Cirrus SR22

Source: Sha ne Va nderVoort, Ai rport Ma na ger, Pel l a Muni ci pa l Ai rport, Feb. 28, 2012
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Four (4) of the 32 based airplanes are defined as large aircraft. FAA defines a large airplane as one
with a gross takeoff weight greater than 12,500 pounds. The remaining 28 aircraft are defined as
small airplanes.
For airport planning purposes, FAA further defines aircraft by approach speed and wing span.
Table 5-2
Aircraft Approach Category Classification
Airplane Design Group

Wingspan (feet)

Typical Aircraft

A
B
C
D
E

Less than 91
91 but less than 121
121 but less than 141
141 but less than 166
166 or greater

Beech Baron 55, Cessna 172
King Air, Citation II
Lear 25, Gulfstream III
Gulfstream II, IV, V
Blackbird 71, Tupolev 144

Source: FAA Advisory circular 150/5300‐13, “Airport Design”

Table 5-3
Aircraft Wingspan Classification
Airplane Design Group

Wingspan (feet)

Typical Aircraft

I

Less than 49

II

49 but less than 79

III
IV
V
VI

79 but less than 118
118 but less than 171
171 but less than 197
197 but less than 262

Cessna 172, Piper PA‐23, Cessna 401, Cessna 414
Falcon 50, Beech King Air E‐90, Citation II,
Gulfstream III
Dash 8, Convair 580, Gulfstream V
A‐300, B‐707, B‐757, B‐767, L1011, DC‐10
B‐747
Future

Source: FAA Advisory Circular 150/5300‐13, “Airport Design”

The largest aircraft based at the Pella Municipal Airport is the Learjet 45. This airplane has an
approach speed greater than 121 knots but less than 141 knots and a wing span under 49 feet (ARC
C‐I).
Table 5-4
Multi-Engine Aircraft Characteristics, Pella
Aircraft Model

Wing Span
(in feet)

Tail Height
(in feet)

Gross Weight
(in pounds)

Beech 95‐B55
Beech 76
Learjet 45
Cessna Citation II (1)
Dassault Falcon 10
Raytheon Premier 1

37’ 10”
38’ 0”
47’ 10”
52’ 3”
45’ 3”
44’ 0”

9’ 7”
9’ 6”
14’ 1”
15’ 0”
15’ 2”
15’ 0”

5,100
3,900
21,500
14,700
18,700
12,500

Approach Speed
(in knots)
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
76
123
120
115
112

ARC

Engine
Type

B‐I
B‐I
C‐1
B‐II
B‐I
B‐I

Piston
Piston
Jet
Jet
Jet
Jet

Source: S & A, Inc.
(1)
A Cessna Citation II that was based at the Pella Municipal Airport was recently relocated to an area airport due to the availability of a hangar
to accommodate the Citation II along with a Gulfstream G‐200.

With the exception of the Learjet 45 airplane (C‐I), the remaining airplanes fall within airplane
reference code B‐I.
An aviation forecast was prepared and approved by FAA Central Region in May 2010.
The 2010 forecast (based on unconstrained conditions), was updated to reflect conditions as of
February 2012.
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Table 5-5
Based Aircraft, Pella Replacement Airport, 2012-2031
Year
2012
2016
2021
2031

Piston
S.E.
M.E.
25
27
30
31

3
2
2
2

Turbine
Prop
Jet
0
1
1
1

4
5
5
5

Helicopter

Sport Other

Baseline
Total

Annual
Variation

0
0
0
0

1
2
3
3

32
37
41
45

0
+/‐3
+/‐4
+/‐5

Source: S & A, Inc

A majority of the based aircraft will be small
airplanes with a gross landing and/or takeoff
weight under 12,500 pounds. Given the
business mix and scale, it would not be
unreasonable to sustain the four (4) large
airplanes currently based at the existing airport.
The designated Cirrus sales and service facility
will contribute to an increase in the number of
airplanes based at the airport.
The forecast based aircraft assumes that the
number of corporate aircraft based at the
existing airport will be sustained over the 20
year planning period. The forecast also assumes
that the airport facilities and environment will
be able to accommodate approach category “C
operations.
The level of aeronautical services provided at
the existing airport has contributed to the
historic increase in based aircraft. The ability to
sustain
and
expand
these
services
(maintenance, instruction, rental, charter and
sales) are a significant component contributing
to aeronautical activity. The availability of fuel
and aircraft storage are additional facility
components that have an impact on
aeronautical activity.
The local economy is affected by national as
well as global economic trends. The current
downturn has had an impact on corporate air
travel just as increased economic activity
contributed to increased air travel.
Over the 20 year planning horizon, air travel for
business reasons is expected to increase.
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The forecast based aircraft mix by airplane
reference code is noted in Table 5‐6. The based
aircraft fleet will consist primarily of ARC B‐I
piston powered airplanes or those with a wing
span under 49 feet and an approach speed less
than 121 knots. With the exception of two (2)
light twin engine airplanes, the remaining
piston powered aircraft are single engine fixed
wing aircraft.
Table 5-6
Based Aircraft Mix-ARC, 2012-2031
Piston

Year
2012
2016
2021
2031

A-I
1
2
3
3

B-I
27
29
32
35

Turbine (Prop/Jet)
B-II
0
0
0
0

B-I
2
3
3
3

B-II
1
1
1
1

C-I
1
2
2
2

C-II
0
0
0
0

Source: S & A, Inc.

The forecast (2031) turbojet fleet will consist of
two (2) airplanes with a wing span less than 49
feet and an approach speed greater than 121
knots but less than 141 knots (ARC‐C‐I). The
remaining turbojet aircraft will consist of two
(2) ARC B‐I airplanes and one (1) ARC B‐II
airplane.
Forecast operational activity at the Pella
Municipal Airport is based on a number of
variables. While national trends are a factor,
local events within the airport service area are
more significant.
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Based aircraft by type



Pilot and general population trends



Economic trends to include employment
growth in a diversified economy



Aeronautical service and pricing



Airport facilities to include airside, landside
and approach minimums

There is a need at the existing Pella Municipal
Airport for additional airplane storage space, an
expanded maintenance facility and an airport
operating environment that accommodates
approach category “C” operations.
Should these three constraints noted above be
addressed, it is reasonable to expect a modest
increase in operational activity over the 20 year
planning horizon.
FAA Order 5090.36 Field Formulation of the
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems
provides a general guideline against which to
compare an aviation forecast.


250 operations per based aircraft for rural
general aviation airports.



350 operations per based aircraft for busier
general aviation airports with more
itinerant traffic.



450 operations per based aircraft for busy
reliever airports.
FAA Form 5010 reported an estimated 13,950
operations for a 12 month period ending 2‐
09‐12. Given the 31 aircraft reported as
based, there were 450 estimated operations
per based aircraft. As previously discussed,
the extent of aeronautical services offered,
the historic increase in based aircraft
numbers, and increasing fuel sales support
the concept of a busy airport with significant
itinerant traffic.
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Total annual aircraft operations are projected
to increase from 14,400 total annual
operations in 2012 to 20,250 in 2031. Of the
total operations, approximately 70 percent
are itinerant in nature. Total annual itinerant
operations are projected to increase from
10,080 in 2012 to 14,175 in 2031.
Table 5-7
Annual
total,
itinerant,
operations 2012-2031

local

Year

Total(1)

Itinerant (2)

Local

2012
2016
2021
2031

14,400
16,650
18,450
20,250

10,080
11,655
12,915
14,175

4,320
4,995
5,535
6,075

Source: S&A, Inc. Feb. 2012
(1) 450 operations per based aircraft
(2) 70% of total annual operations are itinerant.

The operational mix is expected to change
over the 20 year planning period. While a
majority of the operations will be by small
airplanes with a gross weight of 12,500 or less
and an approach speed less than 121 knots,
500 or more annual operations by airplanes
with an approach speed greater than 121
knots but less than 141 knots is forecast.
In addition to the operations by the Learjet 45
based at the Pella Municipal Airport, there
were itinerant operations by approach
Category “C” airplanes based elsewhere.
These airplanes include the IAI Westwind,
Beechjet 400, Citation III, Hawker 125, Learjet
55, Learjet 25 and Saberliner 60. There were
an estimated 209 additional operations
conducted by approach category “C”
airplanes based elsewhere
A 500 annual itinerant operations threshold
by a critical aircraft or “family of aircraft” has
been established by FAA to determine the
Airport Reference Code (ARC) and AIP
participation.
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Table 5-8
Total Annual Operational Mix-2012-2031
Total itinerant operations mix 2012-2031
Approach Category (AAC)-Design Group (ADG)

Year

Annual
Itinerant

A-I

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

10,080

95

8,517

504

820

144

2016

11,655

190

9,735

582

900

248

2021

12,915

268

10,609

672

996

370

2031

14,175

343

11,624

710

1,094

404

Total Annual Operational Mix-2012-2031
Approach Category (AAC)-Design Group (ADG)

Year

Annual
Itinerant

A-I

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

14,400

432

12,168

720

936

144

2016

16,650

666

13,904

832

1,000

248

2021

18,450

922

15,129

922

1,107

370

2031

20,250

1,013

16,605

1,013

1,215

404

Source: S & A, Inc., Feb. 2012

The Learjet 45 and the Citation II is representative of the family of airplanes that use the Pella
Municipal Airport. The two (2) aircraft represent a composite design airplane (C‐II).

OSKALOOSA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT (00A)
There were 38 aircraft based at the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport as of February 29, 2012. Of those,
three (3) were twin engine piston powered airplanes. The remaining were single engine piston
aircraft.
The largest aircraft based at the facility is the Cessna 421B. Eleven (11) of the aircraft are classified
as “light sport” aircraft and include eight (8) as kit built airplanes.
All of the aircraft presently based at the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport are defined as small airplanes.
These airplanes have a wing span less than 49 feet and an approach speed less than 1231 knots.
Cessa 421B
Maximum Gross Takeoff Weight: 6,840 pounds
Wing Span: 41’‐8”
Approach Speed: 96 knots
ARC B‐I
Cessa 310
Maximum Gross Takeoff Weight: 5,500 pounds (R model)
Wing Span: 35’‐0”
Approach Speed: 95 knots
ARC B‐I
The large number of light sport airplanes (ARC A‐I) based at the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport can be
attributed in part to the availability of aircraft storage space and services offered by the FBO. The
airport also accommodates business/corporate aircraft (ARC B‐II) that can operate on a regular
basis from the 4,000 foot primary runway.
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A company located in Oskaloosa that operate more demanding aircraft have had to base their
airplanes at other area airports due to runway length and aircraft storage constraints. These aircraft
include a Cessna Citation II (ARC B‐II) and a Gulfstream G‐200 (ARC C‐II).
The Gulfstream G‐200 is defined as a large airplane.
Maximum Gross Takeoff Weight: 34,450 pounds
Wing Span: 58’‐1”
Approach Speed 140 knots based on maximum landing weight
ARC C‐II
The Cessna Citation II, owned by the same company, would also be relocated to a Joint
Pella/Oskaloosa Airport Facility.
Maximum Gross Takeoff Weight: 13,300 pounds
Wing Span: 51’‐8”
Approach Speed: 108 knots
ARC B‐II
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Table 5-9
Based Aircraft Oskaloosa municipal airport-2012

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Regist rat ion

Ty pe

N9003T
N101PQ
N6603A
N75KP
N1645M
N7515R
N8911C
N819E
N15534
N44673
N74276
N701KW
N44RG
N3623G
N37795
N19177
N113HM
N374PG
N437NG
N4106
N16269
N8262D
8650E
N6390E
N5521M
N5569Q
N7678D
N81069
N7494P
N421MZ
N516HS
N24JN
N9264W
N6668E
N419PD
N5B01K
N2469C
N516MH

Challenger‐Light Sport
Cessna 210D
Cessna 172
Zenith 601‐Kit Built
Zodiac 6DIXL‐Kit Built
Piper Cherokee PA28‐140
Piper PA22 Tri Pacer
Aeronca 7AC Champ
Piper Cherokee PA 28‐180
Z 601 Zenith‐Kit Built
Grumman Tiger
Zenith 701‐Kit Built
Sonieral‐Kit Built
Cougar‐Built
Cessna 172
Fairchild 24
Piper PA 32 Cherokee 6
Zenith 701‐Kit Built
Zenith 601‐Kit Built
Piper PA 28 140 Cherokee
Piper PA 28 Cherokee 6
Beech F33 Bonanza
Piper PA 28‐190 Cherokee
Cessna 172
Piper PA 28‐191 Warrior II
Mooney M‐20C
Cessna 140
7AC Champion
Piper Comanche 250
Cessna 421 B‐Twin Piston
Spacewalker‐Kit Built
Cirrus SR‐22
Weatherly Ag
Stinson 10B
Cessna 310R‐Twin Piston
Cessna 310F‐Twin Piston
Cessna 180
Space Walker‐Kit Built

Source: Jerry Strunk, Airport Manager, Oskaloosa Municipal Airport, Feb. 29, 2012
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The number of based aircraft is expected to
remain stable. Within the period 2002 to 2011,
the number of based aircraft experienced no
significant increase or decrease.
Table 5-10
ooa historic based aircraft: 2002-2011
Year

Based
Aircraft

Year

Based
Aircraft

2002
2003
2004
2005
2006

37
32
32
32
32

2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

33
33
33
34
34

Source: Iowa DOT Office of Aviation Feb. 2012

The based aircraft forecast assumes that the
majority of aircraft will be small airplanes with
an approach speed less than 91 knots and a wing
span under 49 feet (ARC A‐I). Forecast based
aircraft mix by airplanes reference code is noted
in Table 11.
Table 5-11
ooa Based Aircraft Mix-ARC, 2012-2031
Piston

Year
2012
2016
2021
2031

A-I
30
30
30
30

B-I
4
4
4
4

Turbine (Prop/Jet)
B-II
0
0
0
0

B-I
0
0
0
0

B-II
0
0
0
0

C-I
0
0
0
0

C-II
0
0
0
0

Source: S & A, Inc.

There were 38 aircraft reported as based in
February 2012 of which four (4) “N” numbers
were also reported as based at another airport.
For purposes of this report and forecasting,
there are 34 aircraft based at the Oskaloosa
Municipal Airport.
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Forecast operational activity at the
Oskaloosa Municipal Airport is based on a
number of variables. Reference was made to
FAA Order 5050.36 Field Formulation of the
National Plan of Integrated Airport Systems.
Given the number of light sport aircraft, it is
reasonable to consider operations at the
Oskaloosa Municipal Airport to be
representative of a rural general aviation
airport.
FAA Order 5090.36 suggest 250 operations
per based aircraft as being representative of
annual operational activity and 350
operations per based aircraft for general
aviation airports with more itinerant traffic.
Total annual operations will be influenced by
the aviation fuel costs, instructional activity,
agricultural applications and socioeconomic
trends within Mahaska County. For purposes
here, 300 operations per based aircraft were
used to estimate present and future activity.
Table 5-12
ooa annual total itinerant
local operations: 2002-2011
Year

Total (1)

Itinerant (2)

Local

2012
2016
2021
2031

10,200
10,200
10,200
10,200

6,120
6,120
6,120
6,120

4,080
4,080
4,080
4,080

Source: S&A Feb. 2012
(1) 300 operations per based aircraft
(2) 60% of total annual operations

The operational mix is not expected to
change over the 20 year planning period.
The majority of operations will be by small
airplanes with a wing span less than 49 feet
and an approach speed less than 91 knots
(ARC A‐I).
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Table 5-13
ooa Total Annual Operational Mix-2012-2031
ooa itinerant operations mix 2012-2031
Approach Category (AAC)-Design Group (ADG)

Year

Annual
Itinerant

A-I

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

6,120

1,836

2,754

1,530

0

0

2016

6,120

1,836

2,754

1,530

0

0

2021

6,120

1,836

2,754

1,530

0

0

2031

6,120

1,836

2,754

1,530

0

0

ooa Total Annual Operational Mix-2012-2031
Approach Category (AAC)-Design Group (ADG)

Year

Annual
Itinerant

A-I

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

10,200

5,610

3,060

1,530

0

0

2016

10,200

5,610

3,060

1,530

0

0

2021

10,200

5,610

3,060

1,530

0

0

2031

10,200

5,610

3,060

1,530

0

0

Source: S & A, Inc., Feb. 2012

Itinerant traffic by light turbine aircraft (King Air 200, Cessna Citation II) and operations by the
Cessna 421 B combine to represent a composite design airplane (B‐II).

COMPOSITE AERONAUTICAL DEMAND FORECAST
The number of aircraft based at a new airport located between the City of Pella and the City of
Oskaloosa is expected to be comparable to the combined total at each of the existing airports.
The probable number will be influenced by:
1. Ultimate location and accessibility
2. Aircraft storage availability and cost
3. Corporate expansion and use
The 28E Agreement defined the search area as being located within four (4) miles of Iowa
Highway 163 and within ten (10) miles of the corporate limits of both the City of Oskaloosa and
the City of Pella unless five (5) members of the Board (SCRAA) vote otherwise.
The new or replacement airport may experience increased operations by ARC C turbine
airplanes and a decrease in activity by light sport aircraft. It would not be unreasonable to find
the ARC A‐I composite total reduced by ten (10) to fifteen (15) airplanes as recreational flyers
relocate airplanes to low activity airports in the area.
For purposes here, a composite total from the two airports is used.
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Table 5-14
Composite based aircraft, 2012-2031
Piston

Turbine (Prop/Jet)

Year

Total

A-I

B-I

B-II

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

65

31

31

0

2

1

1

0

2016

71

32

33

0

3

1

2

0

2021

75

33

36

0

3

1

2

0

2031

78

33

39

0

31

1

2

0

Source: S & A, Inc., Feb. 2012

Table 5-15
Composite operational activity, 2012-2031
Composite Annual Operational Mix

Year

Total
Annual

A-I

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

24,600

6,042

15,228

2,250

936

144

2016

26,850

6,276

16,964

2,362

1,000

248

2021

28,650

6,532

18,189

2,452

1,107

370

2031

30,450

6,623

19,665

2,543

1,215

404

Source: S & A, Inc., Feb. 2012

Table 5-16
Composite itinerant operational mix
Year

Total Itinerant

A-I

B-I

B-II

C-I

C-II

2012

16,200

1,931

11,271

2,034

820

144

2016

17,775

2,026

12,489

2,112

900

248

2021

19,035

2,104

13,363

2,202

996

370

2031

20,295

2,179

14,378

2,240

1,094

404

Source: S & A, Inc., Feb. 2012

5.2

FACILITY REQUIREMENTS

Past aviation demand forecasts have consistently documented the need to provide an airport
facility constructed to accommodate ARC C‐II airplanes and provide a precision instrument
approach to one runway end. Past forecasts were reviewed, updated and summarized in preceding
Section 5.1.
The FAA provided the City of Pella a grant (3‐19‐0112‐05) in 2007 to prepare a feasibility study. The
purpose of the feasibility study was to:
(1) Determine if the existing Pella Municipal Airport could reasonably be developed to
accommodate large Approach Category “C” operations and provide for approach minima as low
as ½ mile forward visibility and a 200 foot decision height (DH).
(2) Consider alternative site locations and capital costs associated with the development of a
facility to “replace” the existing Pella Municipal Airport.
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It was concluded that a “Full Build” ARC C‐II facility could not reasonably be developed at the
existing airport. A “Limited Build” ARC C‐II facility may be considered. When comparing the
development cost associated with a “Limited Build” ARC C‐II facility and the cost associated with a
“Full Build” facility at an alternative location, the City of Pella with concurrence from FAA elected to
consider an alternative site. Reference may be made to the Pella Airport 2010 Feasibility Study.
A feasibility study was also carried out in 2000 that considered a joint airport to serve the City of
Pella, City of Oskaloosa and the City of Knoxville. The study concluded that an airport constructed to
accommodate ARC C‐II airplanes with at least one precision instrument runway should be
considered. It also concluded that the existing airports were constrained and/or not located near
the service area centroid.
Based on past studies and present opportunities, the following observations can be made:
(1) The Pella Municipal Airport should be replaced and the existing airport closed.
(2) When considering an alternative site, consideration should be given to a location that will serve
the greatest number of users within the region.
(3) Where the existing Oskaloosa Municipal Airport is located on the far side of the Pella‐Oskaloosa
corridor, consideration should be given to closing the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport and
developing a joint facility to serve users in both communities.
To accommodate the aviation demand, a facility located between the two communities would
provide an opportunity to accommodate general aviation activity. The site ultimately selected
should be as close to the centroid of the service area as is reasonable and practicable.
The airport environs must be able to accommodate in general the following:
(1) Primary runway no less than 5,500 feet in length with ability to extend to 7,000 feet
(2) Crosswind runway no less than 4,000 feet in length
(3) Precision instrument approach with minima as low as ½ mile forward visibility and a 200 foot
decision height.
(4) Aircraft storage for no fewer than 60 airplanes and upwards of 80 airplanes
(5) FBO facility to provide aeronautical services to based and itinerant aircraft.
(6) Ground based infrastructure to support aircraft operations and delivery of aeronautical
services.
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5.3

CAPITAL COST-REPLACEMENT AIRPORT

The capital cost to develop a replacement airport facility will depend on the site ultimately selected.
There are several components that can only be considered in terms of magnitude based on site
conditions.







Airport geometry and ultimate acreage needs
Topography and grading costs
Drainage and wetland (if any) mitigation costs
Road disconnects and mitigation costs
Farmstead, residential and business (if any) relocation costs
Utility infrastructure (availability, relocation)

Within the site selection screening process, the above will be taken into consideration along with:





Potential historic properties, archaeological sites of record
Historic land use activities (coal mines)
Sensitive habitats
Cemeteries

The screening process will provide an opportunity to avoid potential adverse impacts and minimize
site development costs.
The purpose of this section is to develop an order of magnitude estimate of probable cost. This
opinion will be used in conjunction with the revenue realized from the disposal of the existing
airport sites to estimate the additional investment of public funds that may be required.
Table 5-17
Phase one (2014-2018) site
Probable cost opinion-full arc c-ii build alternative
Item No.

Description

Cost Opinion
(1)

I.

Land acquisition full ARC C‐II Build Alternative

II.

Grade and drain primary runway and partial taxiway

$2,311,719

III.

Pave, mark, light primary runway and partial parallel taxiway

$6,673,904

IV.

Grade, drain, pave, mark and light apron

$1,287,989

V.

Vehicle parking area

$6,600,000

$96,129

VI.

Internal vehicle circulation

VII.

4‐ten unit tee hangars

$2,050,797

$236,164

VIII.

3 100’ x 100’ conventional hangars

$2,139,830

IX

Sanitary sewer and water terminal building

$466,260
$216,296

X.

Aircraft fueling system

XI.

Rotating beacon

XII.

AWOS IIIP

XIII.

County road disconnect/mitigation(2)

XIV.

Hard surface access route from Hwy. 163 to terminal
Total Phase One Replacement Airport

(1)
(2)

$70,000
$149,636
$2,603,156
$510,000
$25,411,880

550 acres at 12,000/acre
County road mitigation (assume similar cost as Otley site)
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The 28E Agreement that created the South Central Regional Airport Agency (SCRAA) states that
the search area shall be limited to a corridor four (4) miles on either side of Highway 163. A line
item budget of $1,510,000 is set forth to recognize that some cost for improvement to an existing
county road or new alignment may be required.
Table 5-18
Phase two (2019-2023) site
Probable cost opinion-full arc c-ii build alternative
Item No.

Description

Cost Opinion

I.

Grade, drain primary runway end to apron

$471,946

II.

Pave, mark, light Runway 17

$811,256

III.

Grade and drain crosswind runway

$1,532,940

IV.

Pave, mark, light crosswind runway

$2,753,596

V.

Apron expansion

$861,810

VI.

Vehicle parking

$143,527

VII.

One (1) Ten unit tee hangar

$580,835

VIII.

One (1) conventional hangar
Total Phase Two Replacement Airport

$588,423
$7,744,333

Table 5-19
Phase three (2024-2033) site
Probable cost opinion-full arc c-ii build alternative
Item No.

Description

I.

Parallel taxiway crosswind runway

II.

MALSR
Total Phase Three Replacement Airport

Cost Opinion
$2,497,416
$986,000
$3,483,416

The cost opinion is based on 2011 construction dollars and not adjusted for inflation.
Phase One
Phase Two
Phase Three
Total

$25,411,800
$7,744,333
$3,483,416
$36,639,629

Implementation over the 20 year planning horizon will likely require private sector participation
so as to reduce the public sector investment. Investment by the public sector is expected to be
derived from:
1. Reinvestment of revenue from the disposal of the Pella Municipal Airport and the Oskaloosa
Municipal Airport.
2. FAA Airport Improvement Program
3. Iowa DOT Airport Improvement Program
4. City of Pella
5. City of Oskaloosa
Given the number of based aircraft and forecast operations, the objective will be to use airport
generated revenue to satisfy annual operating and maintenance costs. Where airport generated
revenue does not satisfy annual O & M costs, the City of Pella and the City of Oskaloosa will
provide the difference. Reference may be made to the 28‐E Agreement.
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5.4

INTENDED USE OF PROCEEDS

Title 14 CFR Part 155.7(d) requires that any
release of airport land for sale or disposal shall
be subject to a written commitment from the
City of Pella and/or the City of Oskaloosa to
receive a fair market value for the property. An
appraisal of airport assets was prepared for
the City of Pella and City of Oskaloosa.
1. Pella Municipal Airport: $1,962,000 or
$18,000/acre
2. Oskaloosa Municipal Airport: $5,750,000
or $9,725/acre
3. Combined Total:

$7,712,000

Proceeds from the disposal of assets will be
reinvested in the replacement airport.
1. AIP grant eligible airport development
2. Improvements having an aeronautical
purpose not eligible under the AIP grant
program
3. Utility infrastructure and common use
facilities that enhance the revenue
capabilities of the replacement airport.
The proceeds from the disposal of the airport
assets will be placed in an interest bearing
account. Interest generated from the account
may be used to satisfy all or part of the annual
operating and maintenance expenditures.
The South Central Regional Airport Agency
(SRAA) will use the proceeds to implement
landside facilities.







 Vehicle access/road relocation impacts
reserve
$1,000,000
 Costs associated with disposal of airport
land (plats, legal appraisal, recording,
documentation)
$218,535
Since a site for the replacement airport has
not been identified, the extent of access
improvements is unknown as are mitigation
cost (if any) from the disconnect of county
roads. Should the dollar amount shown as a
reserve not be used, the $1,000,000 shown
will be allocated to land acquisition. An
effort will be made to obtain assistance from
the Iowa DOT to assist with access road
improvements.
FAA AIP assistance will be used to acquire
land and airside improvements. The South
Central Regional Airport Agency (SCRAA)
recognizes that proceeds from the disposal
of airport assets cannot be used as the local
share of an FAA AIP grant.
FAA Order 5190.6B paragraph 22.19a.(3)
states:
“Reinvestment of the total net proceeds
(both federal and sponsor share) is required
if the sponsor (SCRAA) continues to own or
control‐or will own or control‐a public airport
or a replacement public airport.”

4‐10 Unit Tee Hangars
$2,050,797
Utility infrastructure
$466,260
Aircraft fueling system
$216,296
Vehicle parking –public
$96,129
Internal vehicle circulation
$236,164
Conventional aircraft storage
Maintenance and terminal building
$2,139,830
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APPENDIX A
OSKALOOSA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
PROPERTY DEEDS/CONVEYANCE DOCUMENTS

APPENDIX B
PELLA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
PROPERTY DEEDS

APPENDIX C
28E AGREEMENT
SOUTH CENTRAL REGIONAL AIRPORT AGENCY

APPENDIX D
PELLA MUNICIPAL AIRPORT
APPRAISAL REPORT

NARRATIVE
APPRAISAL REPORT
IN SUMMARY FORMAT

Of the

Pella Municipal Airport
Real Property
Located In
The City of Pella
Marion County, Iowa

109 acres m/l of
Contiguous Land with
Airport Related Improvements

Prepared for

Mr. Jerald L. Searle
Project Director
Snyder and Associates
2727 SW Snyder Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa 50023

Effective Date as of
January 18, 2012
The Date of Inspection

Date of Report is February 13, 2012

Prepared by

Brian Linnemeyer MS, MAI, ARA
General Real Property Appraiser
Licensed in Iowa-#CG01153
Email: brian.linnemeyer@gmail.com
Phone: 515.971.2140
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Letter of Transmittal

February 13, 2012

Mr. Jerald L. Searle
Project Director
Snyder and Associates
2727 SW Snyder Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa 50023
Re:

Appraisal Report in USPAP Summary Format
Of the Pella Municipal Airport
109 acres located in Pella, Iowa

Dear Mr. Searle:
At your request as client representative for this assignment, I have inspected and appraised the above referenced
property. The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an opinion of market value as of January 18, 2012. The intended
use of this appraisal is to provide an appraised current fair market value of the fee simple and leased fee interest, as
is applicable. The intended user of this appraisal report is the airport sponsor and the FAA. The airport sponsor and
the FAA will rely on the appraisal and appraisal report to document the current fair market value of the real
property.
It is noted that this real property appraisal is intended to comply with the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice (USPAP). In addition, the value opinion reported is qualified by certifications on page 4 and
limiting conditions on page 5. Finally, the appraisal report is copyrighted. Neither all, or any part of the contents of
this report, shall be disseminated to the public, media or other real estate professionals, without the express written
consent of the appraiser.
Based on the analysis, my opinion of the market value as of January 18, 2012, is:
$1,962,000.00 or $18,000/acre
Respectfully,

Brian K. Linnemeyer MS, MAI, ARA
State of Iowa Certified General Appraiser-#CG01153
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Appraiser’s Certification
I, Brian K. Linnemeyer, certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief:
§

The statements of fact contained in the report are true and correct.

§

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions, limiting conditions,
and legal instructions, and are the personal, unbiased professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions of the
appraiser;

§

The appraiser has no present or prospective interest in the property appraised and no personal interest or bias with
respect to the parties involved;

§

I have not completed an appraisal and/or related real estate service on the subject property during the past three year
period prior to the current effective date of the appraisal.

§

The compensation received by the appraiser for the appraisal is not contingent on the analysis, opinions, or
conclusions reached or reported;

§

The value opinion is certified as of the effective date of the appraisal. No responsibility is assumed for changing
market conditions that may occur after the effective date.

§

The appraisal was made and the appraisal report prepared in conformity with the Uniform Standards for Professional
Appraisal Practice (USPAP), Summary Report format option.

§

The appraiser has made a personal inspection of the property appraised on January 18, 2012. Permission to inspect
was provided by Jerald Searle and the airport manager.

§

No one provided significant professional assistance to the appraiser.

§

My analysis, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared in conformity with the
requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and the Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the
Appraisal Institute. The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review
by its duly authorized representatives.

§

I am current with respect to the continuing educational requirements of the Appraisal Institute through 2012.

§

Based on the analysis, my opinion of market value as of January 18, 2012, is:
$1,962,000.00 or $18,000/acre

Respectfully,

Brian K. Linnemeyer MS, MAI, ARA
State of Iowa Certified General Appraiser-#CG01153
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
The legal description furnished by the client is assumed to be correct. No responsibility is assumed for matters
related to legal descriptions. I have estimated total acres based on county assessment records. I have not made a land
survey of the appraised property nor do I guarantee exact acres. The client is urged to hire a licensed professional
engineer to survey the property should they want an exact determination of acres. Further, no responsibility is
assumed for matters in legal character, nor do I render any opinions as to title, which is assumed to be good and
marketable. The client is urged to hire a licensed professional abstractor for any and all title issues.
All existing liens and mortgages have been disregarded, and the property is appraised as though free and clear of
debt, under responsible ownership and competent management.
Site plans, sketches, drawings, exhibits, and narrative descriptions in this report are included only to assist the reader
in visualizing the property. No responsibility is assumed for their accuracy. The client is urged to perform their own
detailed property inspection.
Information obtained from public records, files, Realtors, lenders, buyers, and sellers, etc., was utilized in the
preparation of this report. The information obtained from these sources was assumed to be accurate and correct. A
reasonable effort has been made to verify all such information; however, no responsibility for its accuracy is
assumed by the appraiser.
The distribution of the total valuation between land and improvements applies only under the existing program of
utilization.
No Phase I or Phase II Environmental Inspections were provided to me during the appraisal process by the client
and/or property owner, nor am I qualified to perform such environmental inspections. I made a cursory inspection of
the appraised property as part of this appraisal process. It is noted that growing grasses, weed growth, and significant
timber prevented me from viewing all areas of the property. Due to these factors, the appraised value is predicated
on the assumption that the property is free from significant environmental contamination that would cause a loss in
value. This assumption is believed to be true, but is not guaranteed by the appraiser. The client is urged to retain an
expert in this field, if desired.
The discovery of adverse soil conditions is beyond the area of my expertise. Similarly, no responsibility is assumed
for the discovery of abandoned wells, underground fuel tanks or other potential hazardous materials including
asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, mold, or any and all other hazardous materials.
It is believed that the subject property and the comparable sales cited in this report have the same or highly similar
potential value from subsurface mineral rights. Therefore, no specific allocated value is assigned in this report for
mineral rights. Further, it is believed that the subject property and the comparable sales cited in this report have the
same or highly similar potential value from the potential future sale of carbon credits and other related developing
speculative sources of potential income. Therefore, no specific value is assigned in this report for these uses.
The opinion of market value is as of the effective date of the appraisal. No responsibility is assumed for changes in
the subject property, changes in the market for this class of property, or changes in the overall economy after the
date of valuation.
The use of this appraisal report is restricted by its author to the client and/or intended user(s) which are identified in
the “Client/Intended Use/Intended Users” sections of the report only. Further, this appraisal report is copyrighted by
its author. Neither all or any part of the contents of this report shall be disseminated to the public or other real estate
professionals without the express written consent of the author.
The market value estimate assumes that there are no conservation easements or other adverse easements and/or deed
restrictions in place on the subject property.
The market value estimate is based on a hypothetical condition that, as of the effective date of the appraisal, the
airport facilities would be shut down from an operational standpoint and offered for sale without a sponsoring
agency or FAA support, from the effective date forward into the future.
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Summary of Important Facts and Conclusions

Looking south towards the airport related improvements from the gravel entrance road

Owner
Location:
Tract Size
Access:
Buildings
Land:
H & B Use:

City of Pella
West Pella
109 acres m/l
Paved and gravel
Office & Hangars
Level to gently rolling
Transitional/Mixed Use Development

Lease(s):
Easement:
County:
Zoning:
Flood:
Utilities:
Total Value:

Land Leases for hangar locations
6.3 acre PE for clear zone
Marion County, Iowa
A-1 Agriculture (conforming)
Not in base year flood zone
City water; Sanitary sewer nearby
$1,962,000 or $18,000/acre

Purpose and Intended Use
The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an opinion of market value as of January 18, 2012. The intended use of
this appraisal is to provide an appraised current fair market value of the fee simple and leased fee interest, as is
applicable.
Effective Date of the Appraisal
January 18, 2012, the same date as the physical inspection. Date of the report is February 13, 2012.
Client and Intended Users
The client for this appraisal is Snyder and Associates. The intended user of this appraisal report is the airport
sponsor and the FAA. The airport sponsor and the FAA will rely on the appraisal and appraisal report to document
the current fair market value of the real property.
Property Rights Appraised/Tenant Interests
The valuation is based on a fee simple interest. There are no known or reported leased fee or leasehold interests that
have a measurable effect on value (see land lease discussion).
Market Value Definition
The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions
requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not
affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
passing title from the seller to buyer under conditions whereby: 1. The buyer and seller are typically motivated. 2.
Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their own best interests. 3. A
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market. 4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in
terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto. 5. The price represents the normal consideration for the
property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the
sale (FAA Instructions based on USPAP).
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Subject Property Photographs

Paved road frontage and front entrance signage looking south across the airport’s north land

Paved street entrance (West 15th Street) into the existing airport looking southeast
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Subject Property Photographs

Concrete Taxi Way Area looking west towards main runway

Looking south along primary concrete runway (approx. 5,400’ long by 75’ wide)
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Subject Property Photographs

Primary maintenance hangar (65’ x 75’) and attached airport office (32’x 65’ + 12’ x 16’ finished passage way)

Front view of main office
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Subject Property Photographs

Nearly new stand-alone wood pole frame hangar used for open storage (60’ x 120’ w/ 50’ bi-fold door)

Stand-alone south T hangar #1 (48’ x 120’)
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Subject Property Photographs

View looking NE of north T hangar #2 in front (48’ x 180’) & north T Hangar #3 to the rear (36’ x 180’)

Corporate hangar owned by Pella Windows on leased land
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Subject Property Photographs

Two corporate hangars owned by Vermeer on leased city owned land

View of tin colored T hangar on leased city owned land (building on the right side of picture)
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Subject Property Photographs

Main office interior (lobby and pilot area)

Concrete parking area between office and T hangar (44 spaces)
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Subject Property Photographs

Fuel Storage staging area

Rural residence that is adjacent to the east side of airport (not part of the airport property)
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Subject Property Photographs

View from edge of airport looking SW towards Bos Landen golf course community in the distance

City owned land on the east side used for farmland and sewage sludge application (not included in this airport appraisal)
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Subject Property Photographs

View of Casey’s Convenience Store that is NW of the airport

View along Washington Street looking east towards the Highway 163 interchange
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Subject Property Photographs

View of Washington Street coming off of the four lane looking west towards commercial area that is NW of the airport

View of four-lane highway 163 from the overpass (Washington Street) looking northwest
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Location Map
The subject property is located on the west edge of Pella

The appraised property is located southwest of the north Highway 163 interchange in the western portion of Pella.
Washington Street (paved two-lane street) heads west and east off of Highway 163 and eventually turns into county
highway G28. The airport is accessed off of the first frontage road west of the interchange (West 15th Street). This
street works its way south into the airport property. The airport property does not have frontage along Washington
Street proper.
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Regional Location Map
Highway 163 provides direct four-lane access from Pella to the east side of Des Moines. Pella is located a
couple miles east of Red Rock Lake, one of the largest lakes in Iowa (US Army Corps of Engineers project)
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Scope of the Appraisal
Overview
Introduction
The appraisal will be used as valuation support by the airport sponsor and the FAA. At the client’s request, the
appraisal is intended to conform with USPAP. This is not intended to be a “Yellow Book” compliant appraisal.
Competency/Report Type
My appraisal qualifications include a Masters Degree in Real Estate Appraisal from the UST Graduate School of
Business, the MAI designation, and the ARA designation. Further, I am familiar with the market for land throughout
Iowa and have completed appraisal assignments on similar large improved land holdings during the past twenty-five
year period.
This report is presented in a summary format with respect to USPAP.
Appraisal Development
Property Inspection
I inspected the appraised real property on January 18, 2012, spending approx. three hours at the airport site
accompanied by the airport manager. I completed two additional on-site inspections during February of 2012
without the airport manager; but with his permission to inspect.
Valuation Process
Vacant and improved land in this neighborhood generally sells on the basis of comparable sales. Iowa is a disclosure
state and transfer information is readily available at each of the county seat courthouses. Due to these factors, the
sales comparison approach provides primary support for the value opinion. It is noted that the income approach is
not utilized since buyers for this class of property are focused on development potential and future appreciation; and
since comparable sales are readily available and preferred. The cost approach is not developed due to the older age
(not new) of the building improvements, significant overall depreciation in this non-metropolitan market and the
availability of improved comparable sales. Finally, the market value opinion does not include any significant value
from personal property or business intangible influence. This report focuses on real estate valuation only.
Sales Comparison Approach
The value opinion is supported by recent sales of land and improved properties in the market area. The scope of my
comparable sale analysis included a search of county courthouse data along with calls made to local Realtors and
appraisers. I analyzed approx. 20 sales during the appraisal process. The most suitable comparables provide primary
support for the sales comparison approach and are included in the summary grids and supporting narrative. These
sales are recent, located in the subject property neighborhood and reflective of the current market for this class of
property. Hence, the analysis is well supported and considered sound and reliable.
Subject Ownership & Lease History
There are no reported or known arms length ownership transfers in the past five years that have an effect on the
present market value of the property. There was a transfer of the middle stand-alone corporate hangar and
assignment of the land lease from Gridco (Musco Lighting) to Vermeer in 2011. This transfer was comprised of a
large corporate hangar on leased land. Most of the value was in the building improvement. The reported price was
$180,000. The appraised property is not reported to be presently listed for sale.
There are land leases on three corporate hangars and the northwest T hangar with lease copies presented in the
addenda. Due to the hypothetical condition that the airport would be closed, and due to the land lease terms being
unclear on this matter, the client has instructed me to assume that the corporate hangars would be relocated to a new
airport facility and the land leases would expire. Further, the fixed base operation (FBO) operating business would
also be relocated (building improvements stay). Hence, neither comprise a potential leasehold position on the
appraised real property.
Summary
The opinion of market value is based on a thorough analysis of comparable sales located in the subject property
market area. This process matches the workings of the market for this class of property. Hence, it provides a sound
and reliable market value opinion conclusion.
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Subject Property Description
Property Description
Introduction
The appraised property is described as Parcels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 7, 8 and 9 of a preliminary plat completed by Snyder
and Associates dated December 2, 2011, of Section 9, Township 76 North, Range 18 West of the 5th P.M containing
109 acres more or less (see plat in the addenda). This description is not intended to be used for transfer purposes.
Potential Flood and Environmental Hazards
No Environmental Assessment was made available to the appraiser
None of the land is located within a base year flood zone. I noted no readily observable environmental
contamination during my cursory appraisal inspection. Prior use history for the land is believed to be agricultural
and airport related. I was not provided with nor am I aware of any Phase I or Phase II environmental assessments
with respect to the subject property. There is potential for environmental contamination due to the airport uses.
Subject Property Assessment and Taxes
The subject property comprises 109 acres more or less. It is noted that the acreage is estimated based on information
obtained from Snyder and Associates and reconciled with the Marion County Assessor. The exact acreage could be
plus or minus several acres; regardless on a unit of this size and scope, 109 acres m/l is the most accurate description
of the property. Further, since land in Iowa is assessed based on a profitability formula and not market value, a
detailed land assessment analysis is not presented. The property is exempt from property taxes under the current
ownership.
Zoning/Utilities/Easements/Restrictions
The property appears to be conforming from a current A-1 agricultural zoning standpoint by the City of Pella. As
part of the appraisal process, I visited at length with the City of Pella’s Zoning Administrator and Public Works
Director with respect to the most recent Comprehensive Plan and utility availability. City water (4” line) presently
services the subject property. Sanitary sewer trunk lines are within approx. 2,000 or less of the appraised unit on the
north and south ends. According to an analysis performed by Denny Buyert, the Public Works Director, most all of
the property would likely be serviceable based on a gravity flow design; without major lift stations.
Potential future allowable uses under the constraints of the current Comprehensive Plan include mixed-use
development. The south end is classified as Parks & Recreation most likely suitable for some type of recreational
fields; the portion west of the main runway is classified as medium and low density residential; the middle portion
east of the main runway where the present building improvements lie is industrial; and the north end is an extension
of the commercial area that is partially development adjacent to the west (Westport). The concrete runway is shown
as a possible street although the Public Works Director noted that this is unlikely.
It is noted that Parcel 8 of the appraised property is a clear zone easement related to the present airport operation.
Should the airport be closed, this easement would have no measurable contributory value to the appraised property.
Finally, there are no known adverse easements or conditions including no known wind energy easement agreements.
Access/Frontage
Access is provided by West 15th Street that extends into the airport interior from the north and Fifield Road that is
stubbed into the west edge. There is no street access from the south. There is Highway 163 visibility from the east
without direct access. West 15th Street turns into a gravel entrance road at a point that is across the runway from
Fifield Road. It is noted that Parcel 9 is not located adjacent to the large contiguous fee parcel. Based on a discussion
with the client, access would be reserved to Parcel 9 through additional city owned parcel.
Land Description
The appraised property is a large irregular shaped contiguous land holding within the city limits of Pella.
Predominant underlying soil types include the Otley-Mahaska complex with a weighted average Corn Suitability
Rating (CSR) of approx. 85 based on Agri-Data maps. These soils are well suited for corn and soybean production.
There are no rented tillable agricultural land acres on this property nor is there reported to be a recent USDA
cropping history.
Topography ranges from a nearly level ridge crown improved with the main runway; then sloping gently away with
good overall surface drainage. The south end of the parcel tends to be the most rolling. The extreme north end is
nearly level and at or near street grade.
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Subject Property Description
Building and Site Improvements
Office related site improvements
There is an improved concrete paved parking area in front of the office for approx. 44 cars. There is a private septic
system in place for the office and a 4” city water line coming in from the north.
Office Building
This structure is located at the end of the gravel driveway and has concrete parking in the front. It is located adjacent
(attached) to the maintenance hangar. The building encompasses approx. 2,270sf of above grade finished area with a
full basement constructed around 1990. The upstairs floor plan includes a large open pilot lounge area, a receptionist
station, two private offices, a pilot room and two bathrooms. The basement floor plan includes a large board room, a
private office, two bathrooms and a kitchen. The office building has full exterior brick, quality windows and a well
maintained asphalt shingled roof. The structure is in good condition.
Maintenance/Storage Hangar
The primary maintenance hangar measures approx. 4,875sf constructed around 1990. It features steel frame and
steel siding construction, full concrete floor, a bi-fold door and is insulated and heated. The building is located
adjacent to the office and is in good condition. The bi-fold door opens into adjacent concrete apron areas that lead
out to the runway. There is also a small finished office area for the aviation mechanics in the corner of this building.
Stand-alone Open Cold Storage Hangar
This is a quality improvement that measures 7,200sf and was constructed around 2009. This is a wood pole frame
building with steel siding, concrete floor and front bi-fold door that leads out onto the concrete apron towards the
main runway. The improvement is in nearly new condition.
Stand-alone T Hangar #1
This improvement is located south of the above building and measures 5,760sf and was constructed around 1996.
This is a wood pole frame building with steel siding, partial concrete floor under the individual planes and bi-fold
doors. The improvement is in average, maintained condition.
North T Hangars #2 and #3
The first T hangar north of the office measures 8,640sf and was constructed around 1993. This is a wood pole frame
structure with steel siding and partial concrete floor. There is a maintenance truck storage area in the south end that
is partitioned off. There are bi-fold doors (3) on each side with an overhead door on the south end. This building is
in average, maintained condition.
The farthest north T hangar measures 6,480sf and was constructed around 1988. This is a wood pole frame structure
with steel siding and partial concrete floor. There are sliding side doors (3) on each side of the building. The
structure is in fair to average condition.
Concrete Runway/Staging Area
The main concrete runway measures approx. 5,400’ long by 75’ wide. The runway is in well maintained condition
and is surrounded by typical perimeter lighting and has a typical concrete turn-around area at each end. There is no
Instrument Landing System (ILS) in place. In addition, there is no taxi-way running parallel to the main runway.
There is a large concrete apron area that extends from the maintenance building south in front of the open storage
hangar and T hangar #1 out to the main runway to the west. This surface serves as a large staging area and is highly
visible from the main office.
Subject Property Summary
The appraised property is a large land holding located on the west side of Pella with relatively good access to
Highway 163. The land features high quality soil types and level to very gently rolling open topography. The
property is improved with a brick faced office building and supporting steel and wood pole frame structures that
presently support a sponsoring agency Fixed Based Operation (FBO). The improvements are well maintained and
functional for their present use. The appraisal is made under the hypothetical assumprion, however, that as of the
effective date of the appraisal, the airport facilities would be shut down from an operational standpoint and offered
for sale without a sponsoring agency or FAA support, from the effective date forward into the future. The following
section discusses the neighborhood and overall market conditions and follows with a highest and best use analysis.
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Aerial Map of the Subject Property
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Subject Soils Map
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Aerial View of Hwy 163 Interchange & Airport to the South
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Neighborhood and Market Analysis
Introduction
Pella is and has historically been a regional employment hub centered around Pella Corporation (window/door
manufacturer), Vermeer (agricultural equipment manufacturer) and to a lesser degree Central College. Due to its’
strong local employment, Pella has a median household income that averages significantly above the state average
($58,486 versus $48,872 annual average during the 2006 to 2010 period)1. In addition, Pella’s population has grown
at a slightly higher rate than the State of Iowa as well (5.3% total increase from 2000 to 2010 versus 4.1% for the
State)2. In addition to the local economy, Pella has relatively good commuter access to Des Moines via four-lane
Highway 163. Due to these and other factors, the market for most all classes of real estate in Pella has historically
been stronger than most communities in Iowa.
National Recession
Negative economic factors have clearly driven up unemployment rates in the
United States and to a lesser degree within the State of Iowa during the 2008 to
2012 period. The accompanying recession in the U.S. housing market along with
increasing foreign competition has created a significant negative impact on
Pella’s largest employer, Pella Corporation. This has lead to a downsizing of
their workforce and a negative impact on the local urban real estate market.
Agricultural Economy
During the same 2008 to 2012 period, the agricultural economy has experienced significant growth and increasing
profitability. This is a positive factor for Vermeer Manufacturing and been a catalyst for increasing their
employment base in Pella. This has helped to stabilize the negative effects of the housing recession on the Pella
urban real estate market. In addition, farmland values have been escalating in Marion County outside of the Pella
city limits. There is strong demand for tillable land from area grain farmers. According to the Iowa State University
Land Value Survey, farmland prices increased nearly 30% in Marion County during 2011, with the several sales
around $10,000/acre and the highest land auction so far bringing $15,000/acre in this strong agricultural area.
Building Permit Activity
One of the most reliable indicators of real estate activity in a local market is generally an analysis of building permit
trends. The following table summarizes recent activity in Pella based on data obtained from city personnel:

Type:
Residential3:
Commercial:
Industrial:

2005
40
1
5

Building Permit Activity in Pella
2006
2007
2008
38
22
7
6
4
5
3
3
2

2009
7
1
3

2010
11
1
0

2011
11
0
3

Clearly, demand for new single-family residential housing has decreased significantly since 2007. In addition,
demand for non-residential construction has been weak as well. These trends are similar to other desirable
communities in Iowa including high growth areas like Ankeny, West Des Moines and Waukee. The housing
recession is not as severe in Iowa as in other parts of the country, but it has had a significant negative impact on real
estate markets; especially in the tract residential, commercial and transitional development land segments.
Conclusion
Subject Property Market Segment
Pella is a solid community with a diversified employment base. Diversification is serving Pella well as Vermeer
expansion is at least partially offsetting the negative effects from downsizing at Pella Corporation.
Based on an analysis of comparable sales along with discussions with local market participants, Realtors and
appraisers, the market for medium to large transitional development land parcels located within the city limits of
Pella has tempered since 2008. This is due to waning demand for all classes of developed lots and lending
constraints from banks for development lending. It is noted that lower prices for development land has occurred
while the market for agricultural land in rural areas has significantly increased. Hence, these land classes seem to be
headed for a convergence in many communities across the State.

1

Iowa Workforce Development Statistics
US Census Bureau Statistics
3
Single-family permits-see addenda for a detailed list of all permit activity between 2002 and 2011.
2
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Highest and Best Use
Introduction
Definition
Highest and best use is defined by the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions in Section B-3
page 34 as:
The highest and most profitable use for which the property is adaptable and needed or likely to be needed in the
reasonably near future.
Iowa courts have provided a slightly more comprehensive version which is defined in the most recent Iowa
Department of Transportation Appraisal Manual as:
The utilization of a property to its best and most profitable use. It is that use, chosen from among the reasonably
probable and financially feasible alternative uses which is found to be physically practical, legally acceptable and
which results in the highest present value, as defined, as of the effective date of the appraisal. USPAP also refers to
the financially feasible and maximally productive use in addition to the legal and physical constraints.
Additional Court Instructions
Ordinarily, the highest and best use of a property is the use to which it is subjected at the time of the appraisal. This
is true because economic demands normally result in the owner’s putting his land to the most advantageous use.
However, if the property is clearly adaptable to a use other than the existing use, its marketable potential for such
use should be considered to the extent that the potential affects market value. Market value, however, cannot be
predicated upon potential uses that are speculative and conjectural. In other words, those not supported by
comparable market evidence.
Subject Highest and Best Use Analysis
As though vacant
The appraised 109.0 acre land holding is located within the Pella city limits with sanitary sewer availability nearby
and existing urban development to the north (commercial), northwest (commercial) and southwest (residential-golf
course community).
It is noted that this part of Iowa has strong demand for row crop agricultural farmland. The subject property is
comprised of high quality Otley-Mahaska soils with level to very gently rolling topography. The weighted average
CSR is approx. 85. This is some of the better farmland in the State of Iowa. Hence, the highest and best use as
though vacant has a strong row crop agriculture component as a base.
Due to the location near the north Highway 163 interchange in Pella, coupled with desirable topography, utility
availability and adjacency to existing urban development, there is clearly transitional influence for future mixed use
development; within the constraints of an existing Comprehensive Plan, the political nuances of a local Planning and
Zoning Commission/City Council and market demand. As discussed in the Neighborhood and Market Analysis
Section, market demand for large land parcels has been waning.
As though Vacant-Conclusion
The highest and best use of the appraised property, as though vacant, is as interim high quality row crop agricultural
land held for potential transition to mixed use urban related development over time. Any value premium over pure
row crop agriculture is tempered by present and anticipated future demand for urban development, and the potential
for an extended holding/absorption period due to the large parcel size. Conversely, any value premium over
agriculture is enhanced by the desirable location, desirable topography and utility availability.
Due to the large parcel size coupled with the present instability in the development land market, it is not possible to
reliably forecast specific developed uses or patterns for the assembled land holding. The potential for development is
thus most accurately described as mixed-use development within the constraints of an existing Comprehensive Plan,
the political nuances of a local Planning and Zoning Commission/City Council and market demand.
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Highest and Best Use-Continued
Subject Highest and Best Use Analysis
As Improved
The existing improvements are operated as an Iowa community (Pella-population 10,350) airport operation (FBO)
under the constraints of FAA support and sponsoring entity support (City of Pella) that provides for airport
improvements and potentially subsidizes financial shortfalls. The market value estimate is based on a hypothetical
condition that the airport facilities would be shut down from an operational standpoint and be offered for sale
without a sponsoring agency or FAA support from the effective date of the appraisal forward. It is noted that without
a sponsoring entity and FAA support, future airport operation would likely become non-financially feasible due to
lack of general non-subsidized aviation demand coupled with competition from sponsored entity/FAA supported
airports in the region including Ottumwa, Des Moines, Newton and a potentialnew airport between Pella and
Oskaloosa.
Based on an analysis of the Comprehensive Plan, the improvements lie within in an area designated for industrial
related use. Hence, it would likely be possible to convert them to office/shop/warehouse uses and maintain their
zoning conformity. Market demand for this class of building improvement is demonstrated in the sales comparison
approach. The improvements are located on the east side of the property in an extended out to the east area, and
could possibly be split off as a stand-alone property for improved salability.
Based on market evidence, the bulk of the market supported contributory value would come from the all brick office
and adjoining steel frame insulated and heated maintenance shop and the nearly new wood pole frame open cold
storage building. These are clearly functional structures for small to medium size businesses that are supportive of
the major manufacturing employers in Pella. It is noted that the concrete parking area for this class of user is most
likely super-adequate and that the large concrete apron area leading out to the runway is also most likely superadequate.
The T hangars have only fair utility in this market due to their super adequate position behind the larger previously
mentioned structures, their older age and functional issues related to their specific design for airplane storage. The
structures have some measured utility and resulting contributory value for general rental storage under the
constraints of significant forecasted vacancy and management requirement limitations.
The main concrete runway area is designated on the Comprehensive Plan as a potential future city street. Based on a
conversation with the Public Works Director, this is possible but not likely without significant improvements. In
addition, it would be difficult to envision a mixed-use development plan that would utilize all of the existing runway
in its’ exact present configuration. Hence, the runway has minimal contributory value over and above its’ underlying
land value. There is also potential to crush the concrete under a reclamation process and utilize the recycled material
within the development.
Summary
The highest and best use as improved is for conversion to mixed use development including selling the airport
related improvements to a buyer that would utilize them within the scope of a local market industrial
office/shop/warehouse operation. Vacant potions of the property may be used for row crop agricultural purposes in
an interim period until the market for developed lots improves.
The following section provides comparable sale support for the land and supportive structures. The analysis starts
with the land component since it is clearly the most valuable. Building contributory value is then added based on
market support under the constraints of the large property size and the super-adequate nature of the buildings and
related site improvements. This process matches the workings of the market for this class of large improved property
within the city limits of Pella.
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Valuation Section
Sales Comparison Approach
Land Valuation
The land valuation process is based on an analysis of recent comparable sales in the subject property neighborhood.
The following table presents a summary of the four primary comparable sales:

Access:
Size (ac):
Land:
Use:
Sale Date:
Adjusted Price/Acre:
Overall Adjustment:

Sale 1
Washington St
49.51
L-VG
Mixed Use
March 2004
$18,000
Down (-)

Sale 2
Hwy 163
53.0
L-VG
Ag
January 2012
$11,200
Up (+)

Sale 3
Idaho Drive
12.54
Scenic
Residential
October 2010
$14,354
Slight Up (+)

Sale 4
W 12th Street
4.32
Level
Multi-Housing
Pending
$30,000
Down (-)

Narrative Analysis
The adjustment process is based on a qualitative analysis (+ or -) in an effort to bracket the subject property value.
This process matches the workings of the market for this class of land in Pella.
Sale #1
Comparable is located north of the subject property across Washington Street. Sale has significant frontage along
Washington Street and more potential for commercial related development. Hence, sale has a more favorable market
position and warrants a downward overall adjustment. This is a sound comparable overall.
Sale #2
Comparable is located on the north edge of Pella in Marion County along Highway 163. This is quality row crop
farmland. Sale is inferior in terms of utility availability and adjacency to existing urban development. Hence, sale
has a less favorable market position and warrants an upward adjustment. This is a pending sale.
Sale #3
Comparable is located southwest of the subject property near the Bos Landen golf course in a residential area. Sale
has a superior more saleable parcel size. This is offset by less favorable access to Highway 163 and less potential for
mixed-use development. These are partially offsetting factors with a slight upward adjustment warranted.
Sale #4
Comparable is located one block north of Washington Street on the east side of Highway 163. Sale has a superior
smaller parcel size with enhanced salability and near term conversion to a developed use. Hence, sale has a superior
market position and warrants a significant downward overall adjustment.
Land Value Summary
Clearly, sale #4 provides an upper limit to value as it is reflective of 100% conversion to a near term developed use.
Sale #2 provides sound lower bound support for good quality farmland on the edge of Pella without utility
availability. The subject property land holding is well supported at a number approaching $15,000/acre. This
valuation is under Sale #1 due to the sale’s frontage along Washington Street.
The land valuation is reflective of a base agricultural component in the $10,000 to $12,000/acre range coupled with
value enhancement due to the location adjacent to existing commercial development coupled with utility
availability. It is noted that the north end of the subject property is the most valuable and has potential for
commercial development while the south end tends to be more remote from an infrastructure standpoint. These tend
to be offsetting factors and the overall land value is reflective of typical mixed-use development in this community.
Based on the comparable sale analysis, the subject property land value is reconciled to the following estimated
market value opinion:
Land Class
Assembled Property:

# Acres
109
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Value/Acre
$15,000 (r)

Total Value
$1,635,000

Comparable Sale 1

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

View Point, LLC
Deed: B2004 P02006
$862,560.00
49.51acres m/l
$17,420/acre
Ag/Mixed Use
None
Level to gently rolling cropland
Transitional/Mixed Use Development

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Adj. Price:

Dorothy Terlouw
03.19.2004 closing
DOV; Local Appraiser; City
Mixed Use Development
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$18,000/acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the north side of Washington Street immediately west of the Highway 163 interchange. Part of
Section 5-76-18.
Sale Background:
This tract was purchased by local market participants for mixed-use development; utilities were available across the
street to the south.
Economic Characteristics:
This comparable is the most recent mixed-use development land sale on this side of Pella with significant parcel
size. The buyer extended utilities across Washington Street and constructed concrete interior streets. Topography
was suitable for development and the parcel has frontage along Washington Street and visibility without direct
access to Hwy 163.
Summary
Comparable provides support for development land on the west side of Hwy 163. The sale price warrants minimal
upward market conditions adjustment due to the market correction in 2008/2009. The correction occurred after an
additional run up between the 2004 sale date and early 2008. There is land available for development left on this
parcel.
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Sale 1 Aerial Photograph
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Comparable Sale 2

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Paul Hietbrink
Pending Deed
$11,200/acre
53 acres m/l
$11,200/acre
Agricultural
None
Tillable cropland-90 CSR
Agriculture-row crop

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Adj. Price:

Ken Nollen
Jan 25, 2012 auction
Attorney/Local Appraiser
Farm investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$11,200/acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located approx. 3/4 mile northwest of the Highway 163/Washington Street interchange along the southwest
side of the highway in Marion County without sanitary sewer availability.
Sale Background:
Seller and buyer are local market participants; sale was handled by Fred Kreykes, a local attorney. Land was
reported to be purchased for row crop farming purposes. Sale price was obtained from auction participant.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a high quality add-on tillable tract located in a strong farming area close-in to Pella. The land has frontage
along Highway 63 with a farm field entrance off of the highway in place. Topography is level to gently rolling.
Parcel shape is somewhat irregular. Three are no buildings.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for high quality tillable cropland in the subject property
neighborhood close-in to Pella with a location along Highway 163.
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Comparable Sale 3

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Spencer Carlstone
Deed-B2010 P05099
$180,000.00
12.54 acres m/l
$14,354/acre
Agricultural
None
Rolling scenic land
Transitional/Residential

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Adj. Price:

Marion County State Bank
10.27.2010 closing
DOV; local appraiser
Investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$14,354/acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located in Section 5-76-18 west of Bos Landen along north side of Idaho Drive across from 210th Place
Street. Legal is part of Terandles Estates. Street frontage is somewhat limited.
Sale Background:
This is an acquired property that was formerly held for development by Legacy Construction. Buyer is reported to
be a local physician. Land had been partially platted for residential purposes.
Economic Characteristics:
This is scenic land suitable for residential purposes under the constraints of tempered demand. Sanitary sewer is
available in the general area but would require extensions for tract development. Buyer plans to build a personal
residence and maybe do additional splits.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for scenic land with residential potential west of the Bos Landen
golf course development.
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Sale 3 Aerial Map
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Comparable Sale #4

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Overland Property Group
Pending Deed
$30,000/acre (approx.)
4.32 acres
$30,000/acre
Mixed Use
None
Level to VG
Transitional/Mixed Use

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Adj. Price:

Ron Noordsy
01.06.2012 Purchase Offer
Realtor-Doug VanZee
Affordable housing development
Fee
Iowa Finance Authority
Arm’s Length
None
$30,000 per useable acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located at the north end of West 12th Street (stubbed street); two blocks east of the Highway 163 interchange
and one block north of Washington Street.
Sale Background:
This is a pending sale handled by Doug VanZee, a Pella Realtor. There are approx. 18.94 acres listed for $450,000
or $23,760/acre. The buyer is an affordable housing development group from Overland Park, Kansas.
Economic Characteristics:
The purchaser’s are buying the front 4.32 acre portion of the 18.94 acre listing that is adjacent to the stubbed in city
street and sanitary sewer/water utilities. Closing in the next 60 to 120 days. It is noted that the Realtor disclosed an
estimated selling price due to confidentiality limitations. Topography is level to very gently rolling and sewer-able
without a lift station.
Summary
Comparable provides recent market support for smaller tract development land on the west side of Pella. Sale is
superior in terms of a more saleable parcel size and the resulting near term 100% development use. Sale is similar to
the north end of the airport property.
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Valuation Section-Continued
Sales Comparison Approach
Building Contribution
The building and accompanying site improvement valuation process is based on an analysis of recent comparable
sales in the subject property neighborhood. The following table presents a summary of the six primary comparable
sales:

Location:
Property Type:
Sale Date:
Office Value:
Shop/Storage:

Sale #5
Pella
Office/WH
July 2010
$25
$10

Sale #6
Pella
WH/Shop
May 2007
NA
$20/sf

Sale #7
Indianola
Office/WH
March 2011
$90/sf
$25/sf

Sale #8
Knoxville
Office/Shop
Sept 2010
$40/sf
$12/sf

Sale #9
Oskaloosa
Office/Shop
March 2011
$45/sf
$15/sf

Sale #10
Oskaloosa
WH/Storage
Jan 2008
NA
$6.30/sf

Narrative Analysis
The estimated improvement contributory values are derived after allocating a market based land value (reference
respective sale summary sheets).
Sale #5
Sale is located on the west part of Pella in an older developed industrial park. Sale is reflective of the market for
large size combination office/warehouse space.
Sale #6
Sale is located in west Pella near Washington Street. Sale is reflective of the market for large size steel constructed
shop/warehouse space.
Sale #7
Comparable is located in Indianola, a competing county seat community to the west. Sale is located in a relatively
new industrial park closer to Des Moines. Sale is reflective of the market for high quality brick office and detached
shop/warehouse.
Sale #8
Sale is located in the Marion County seat near an interchange off of Highway 92. Sale is reflective of average
quality office/shop in the general area.
Sale #9
This property is a steel frame building with office and shop areas with insulation, heat and concrete floor.
Comparable has a location on the south edge of Oskaloosa as you head out of town on Highway 23.
Sale #10
Comparable is a warehouse/storage building with small office area located near Sale #9. Sale is reflective of the
wood pole frame warehouse market.
Lease #11
Additional support is provided by comparable lease #11 at $0.79/sf. This is a large warehouse located within the
Ottumwa airport complex. This lease reconciles well with the comparable sales utilizing a 10% overall rate.
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Valuation Section-Continued
Sales Comparison Approach
Building Value Reconciliation
The estimated building value contribution is supported by comparable sales in Pella and nearby competing
communities. The market has been fairly well tested.
Based on the comparable sale analysis, the subject property building contributory value is reconciled to the
following estimated market value opinion:
Improvement Type
Main Office:
Maintenance Shop:
Hangar-Open Storage
T Hangar #1:
T Hangar #2:
T Hangar #3:
Main Runway:
Total Property:

Size (sf)
2,270
4,875
7,200
5,760
8,640
6,480

Value/SF (r)
50.00
15.50
10.00
5.00
2.50
2.50

Total Value
$113,500
75,000
72,000
30,000
21,500
15,000
0
$327,000

Narrative
It is noted that any supporting site improvement contributory value (including concrete parking area and concrete
apron staging area) is absorbed and included in the above building values.
The main office building is supported at $50/sf; this is a benchmark type number for good quality attached office
space. The maintenance shop is supported within the middle of the indicated range for well maintained steel frame
attached space. The open storage building is supported at a number that is less than construction cost since it is part
of an overall large facility with super-adequate tendencies. The T hangars have a market position below the other
structures and have tempered contributory value at the low end of the market range. Finally, the main concrete
runway has no measurable contributory value over and above its’ underlying land value of $15,000/acre.
On an overall basis, the existing building improvements and supporting site improvements contribute $327,000.00 to
the overall property value.
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Comparable Sale 5
Office/Warehouse in Pella

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

GI Warehouse (Geetings)
Deed-B2010 P03034
$600,000
3.66 acre m/l
41,170sf
Industrial
None
Owner operated
Office/Warehouse

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

West Bank
07.07.2010
DOV; Appraiser
Expansion
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$70,000
$25/sf office; $10/sf warehouse

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the west side of Pella at 914 West 10th Street (Parcel # 1477100600).
Sale Background:
Comparable is an acquired property exposed to the market and sold by a Realtor. Buyer is a local
trucking/warehouse company.
Economic Characteristics:
The building improvements were constructed in 1978 (7,720sf office), 1982 (14,475sf light manufacturing) and
1990 (18,975sf warehouse). Construction includes a mixture of brick over wood frame and steel frame. There are
5,800sf concrete and 6,800sf asphalt parking areas. The facility was reported to be in fair to average condition.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market sale support for large office/shop/warehouse space on the west side of
Pella.
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Comparable Sale 6
Warehouse/Light Industrial Building in Pella

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Precision, Inc.
Deed-B2007 P2196
$925,000.00; $750,000 adjusted
13.0 acre m/l
30,000sf
Industrial
None
NA
Warehouse/Light Manufacturing

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Namasco Corporation
05.01.2007
DOV; Appraiser; Buyer
Expansion
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$150,000
$20/sf adjusted

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the west side of Pella at 2103 Washington Street. The site includes approx. seven acres of excess
land.
Sale Background:
This property was listed at $750,000 excluding 300’ of craneway, 270’ semi-gantry craneway and cranes/bridges.
The purchaser negotiated the price to $925,000 including the crane related items. Hence, the adjusted price for the
real estate is $750,000.
Economic Characteristics:
The building improvement was constructed in 1998 and was in average maintained condition. The property is
primarily open span steel construction that was utilized for light manufacturing and storage purposes.
Summary
This comparable provides market sale support for large, stand-alone, somewhat super-adequate industrial/warehouse
uses on the west side of Pella.
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Comparable Sale 7
Office and Warehouse/Shop in Indianola

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

MARLO, LLC
Deed; B2011 P1548
$420,000.00 or $71.75/sf
2.88 acres m/l
2,250sf office; 3,600sf warehouse
Industrial
None
N/A
Office/Warehouse

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

G & R Properties
February 28, 2011 Closing
DOV; Seller
Owner Operator
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$120,000
$90/sf office; $25/sf warehouse

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located in the Indianola Industrial Park at 1506 N14th Street with sewer and water utilities in place.
Sale Background:
This is a stand-alone facility that is in nearly new condition. Sale is considered arms length and reflective of the
market. Land value is supported at $0.95/sf based on a recent vacant lot sale located across the street.
Economic Characteristics:
This property is improved with a stand-alone brick office building that has been very well maintained since
construction in 1993. The accompanying steel building (very good condition) is 10% office with the balance being
insulated and heated warehouse space with interior partitions, two overhead doors and a loading dock. The site is
improved with a full perimeter chain link fence, 12,000sf of concrete paved parking, 60,000 gallons of above ground
liquid storage and concrete containment.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market sale support for a high quality stand-alone office and shop/warehouse
located in Indianola, the adjacent county seat to the west of Marion County.
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Comparable Sale 8
Steel Frame Office/Shop Facility in Knoxville

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Weiler, Inc.
Deed-B2010 P04134
$309,500 or $30.95/sf
5.0 acre m/l
4,000sf + 6,000sf = 10,000sf
Commercial
None
Owner operated
Office/Shop

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Mike Brooks, Inc
09.07.2010
DOV; Appraiser
Expansion
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$75,000
$40/sf office; $12/sf shop

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located in Knoxville at 1536 Hwy 14 near the Hwy 92 interchange (Sec 13-75-20).
Sale Background:
Seller is a trucking company. Buyer is an expanding local manufacturer.
Economic Characteristics:
The building improvement was constructed in 1987 and was in average maintained condition. The property is 40%
finished office with the balance being open storage/shop. Construction is steel frame.
Summary
This comparable provides support for office/shop/warehouse; located in the Marion County Seat.
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Comparable Sale 9
Steel Frame Office/Shop/Warehouse in Oskaloosa

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

United Parcel Service
Deed; B2011 P891
$189,000 or $25.36/sf
2.70 acres m/l
7,200sf + 252sf = 7,452sf
Commercial
None
$1,400/mo
Shop/Office

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Robert Waal
March 28, 2011 Closing
DOV; Seller
Owner Operator
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$30,000
$45/sf office; $15/sf shop

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the extreme south edge of Oskaloosa as you head out of town on Hwy 23 (2370 Hwy 23). Legal is
Lot 5 exc. NW 150’ & exc. Tri south end Sec 29-75-15.
Sale Background:
Seller lives in Oskaloosa and had been leasing the facility to UPS after inheriting the property in 2004.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a good quality steel frame building with approx. 20% finished office/supply area. The balance of the building
is insulated and heated with a concrete floor and several overhead doors. Location is on the edge of Oskaloosa with
superior access and utility availability. Seller had been leasing for $1,400/month net basis; yields an 8.9% overall
rate. Lease was nearing expiration. Sale price was negotiated on an arms length basis according to the seller.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market sale and income support for steel constructed office/shop; located in the
adjacent county seat to the east of Marion County.
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Comparable Sale 10
Wood Frame Warehouse/Storage in Oskaloosa

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Double D Enterprises (Doug DeJong)
Deed; B2008 P212
$110,000 or $7.68/sf
1.57 acres m/l
8,160sf + 6,168 = 14,328sf
Commercial
None
NA
Warehouse/Storage/Minimal Office

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Lawson Trust
January 12, 2008 Closing
DOV; Realtor (Hawkeye RE)
Owner Operator
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$20,000
$6.30/sf

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the extreme south edge of Oskaloosa as you head out of town on Hwy 23 (2378 Hwy 23).
Sale Background:
Property was listed and sold by Hawkeye Real Estate-Oskaloosa. Buyer is local; uses buildings to house machinery
and materials for a landscape nursery business.
Economic Characteristics:
The main building comprises 8,160sf and was constructed in 1970. The rear buildings (not in picture) were
constructed in 1971 and 1991. None of the space is insulated or heated except for a small finished office; approx.
75% concrete floors. No significant time adjustment is warranted as the property sold prior to the economic collapse
in late 2008/ early 2009 and the market for this class of property is just now getting back to those pre-collapse
levels.
Summary
This comparable provides market sale support for wood pole frame constructed warehouse/storage.
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Comparable Lease 11
Warehouse in the Ottumwa Airport Complex

Tenant:
Instrument
Lease:
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Al-Jon Corp
Formal Lease
0.79/sf annual
Unknown
19,000sf
Commercial
None
NA
Warehouse/Storage

Owner:
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Construction:
Sale Date Use

City of Ottumwa
2000 to present
Airport Manager-Tom Francis
Steel material storage
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
Steel-1943
Warehouse/Storage

Location/Legal Description:
Leased structure is located within the Ottumwa Airport complex. Building is near the tenant’s existing
manufacturing operation. The space is not measurably benefited by the airport adjacency as the tenant does not have
a corporate plane or direct air freight operations.
Sale Background:
Lease was negotiated on an arms length basis according to the airport manager at a market lease price that is still
reflective of the current market. It is intended to be an absolute net lease with the tenant paying all expenses.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a large warehouse space with concrete floor and no insulation or heat. Condition of the building is reported to
be fair. Tenant is a local private business with significant operations. The lease amount utilizing an overall rate of
10% yields an indicated value of $7.90/sf.
Summary
This comparable provides market lease support for large warehouse/storage in SE Iowa.
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Improved Sale Location Map
The improved sales are located in Pella, Knoxville, Oskaloosa and Indianola
These are competing communities that have relatively good access to the
south and east sides of Des Moines
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Opinion of Market Value
Final Reconciliation
Summary of the Analysis
The land valuation is based on an analysis of comparable sales from the subject property neighborhood. Four
primary comparable sales are utilized for land support. After reconciliation, the primary sales support a land value of
$15,000 per acre on an overall unit basis.
Six primary comparable sales and a comparable lease provide support for the building and accompanying site
improvement contributory value. The improvement values are based on market support as opposed to depreciated
cost. This is an important element that matches the workings of the market. Based on the analysis, the
improvements contribute $327,000.00 to the overall property value. The overall valuation process is summarized in
the following table:
Land Description
Assembled Airport Site:

# Acres
109

Value/Acre
$15,000 (r)

Total Value
$1,635,000

Improvement Type
Main Office:
Maintenance Shop:
Hangar-Open Storage
T Hangar #1:
T Hangar #2:
T Hangar #3:
Total Property:

Size (sf)
2,270
4,875
7,200
5,760
8,640
6,480

Value/SF (r)
50.00
15.50
10.00
5.00
2.50
2.50

Total Value
$113,500
75,000
72,000
30,000
21,500
15,000
$327,000
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$18,000

$1,962,000

Value Opinion:

Market Value Opinion Summary
The quantity and quality of the data is adequate to provide a sound and reliable opinion of market value for the
appraised property. Based on the analysis, my opinion of the market value as of January 18, 2012, is:
$1,962,000.00 or $18,000/acre
Exposure Period
The market supported exposure period for this class of property is six months to one year. This estimate is based on
a listing with a qualified Realtor that would provide regional exposure. The typical auction sale for this class of
property would include approx. three to six months of lead time that would include significant regional marketing of
the upcoming auction event. A listing with a qualified Realtor might involve a longer overall exposure period;
however this approach may be suitable due to the large overall parcel size and mixed-use development potential;
these factors tend to limit the number of financially qualified buyers.
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Letter of Transmittal

February 10, 2012

Mr. Jerald L. Searle
Project Director
Snyder and Associates
2727 SW Snyder Boulevard
Ankeny, Iowa 50023
Re:

Appraisal Report in USPAP Summary Format
Of the Oskaloosa Municipal Airport
620 acres located in Mahaska County, Iowa

Dear Mr. Searle:
At your request as client representative for this assignment, I have inspected and appraised the above referenced
property. The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an opinion of market value as of January 18, 2012. The intended
use of this appraisal is to provide an appraised current fair market value of the fee simple and leased fee interest, as
is applicable. The intended user of this appraisal report is the airport sponsor and the FAA. The airport sponsor and
the FAA will rely on the appraisal and appraisal report to document the current fair market value of the real
property.
It is noted that this real property appraisal is intended to comply with the Uniform Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice (USPAP). In addition, the value opinion reported is qualified by certifications on page 3 and
limiting conditions on page 4. Finally, the appraisal report is copyrighted. Neither all, or any part of the contents of
this report, shall be disseminated to the public, media or other real estate professionals, without the express written
consent of the appraiser.
Based on the analysis, my opinion of the market value as of January 18, 2012, is:
$5,750,000.00 or $9,275/acre
Respectfully,

Brian K. Linnemeyer MS, MAI, ARA
State of Iowa Certified General Appraiser-#CG01153
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Appraiser’s Certification
I, Brian K. Linnemeyer, certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief:
§

The statements of fact contained in the report are true and correct.

§

The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported assumptions, limiting conditions,
and legal instructions, and are the personal, unbiased professional analysis, opinions, and conclusions of the
appraiser;

§

The appraiser has no present or prospective interest in the property appraised and no personal interest or bias with
respect to the parties involved;

§

I have not completed an appraisal and/or related real estate service on the subject property during the past three year
period prior to the current effective date of the appraisal.

§

The compensation received by the appraiser for the appraisal is not contingent on the analysis, opinions, or
conclusions reached or reported;

§

The value opinion is certified as of the effective date of the appraisal. No responsibility is assumed for changing
market conditions that may occur after the effective date.

§

The appraisal was made and the appraisal report prepared in conformity with the Uniform Standards for Professional
Appraisal Practice (USPAP), Summary Report format option.

§

The appraiser has made a personal inspection of the property appraised on January 18, 2012. Permission to inspect
was provided by Jerald Searle and Jerry Strunk.

§

No one provided significant professional assistance to the appraiser.

§

My analysis, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been prepared in conformity with the
requirements of the Code of Professional Ethics and the Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice of the
Appraisal Institute. The use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review
by its duly authorized representatives.

§

I am current with respect to the continuing educational requirements of the Appraisal Institute through 2012.

§

Based on the analysis, my opinion of market value as of January 18, 2012, is:
$5,750,000.00 or $9,275/acre

Respectfully,

Brian K. Linnemeyer MS, MAI, ARA
State of Iowa Certified General Appraiser-#CG01153
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Assumptions and Limiting Conditions
The legal description furnished by the client is assumed to be correct. No responsibility is assumed for matters
related to legal descriptions. I have estimated total acres based on county assessment records. I have not made a land
survey of the appraised property nor do I guarantee exact acres. The client is urged to hire a licensed professional
engineer to survey the property should they want an exact determination of acres. Further, no responsibility is
assumed for matters in legal character, nor do I render any opinions as to title, which is assumed to be good and
marketable. The client is urged to hire a licensed professional abstractor for any and all title issues.
All existing liens and mortgages have been disregarded, and the property is appraised as though free and clear of
debt, under responsible ownership and competent management.
Site plans, sketches, drawings, exhibits, and narrative descriptions in this report are included only to assist the reader
in visualizing the property. No responsibility is assumed for their accuracy. The client is urged to perform their own
detailed property inspection.
Information obtained from public records, files, Realtors, lenders, buyers, and sellers, etc., was utilized in the
preparation of this report. The information obtained from these sources was assumed to be accurate and correct. A
reasonable effort has been made to verify all such information; however, no responsibility for its accuracy is
assumed by the appraiser.
The distribution of the total valuation between land and improvements applies only under the existing program of
utilization.
No Phase I or Phase II Environmental Inspections were provided to me during the appraisal process by the client
and/or property owner, nor am I qualified to perform such environmental inspections. I made a cursory inspection of
the appraised property as part of this appraisal process. It is noted that growing grasses, weed growth, and significant
timber prevented me from viewing all areas of the property. Due to these factors, the appraised value is predicated
on the assumption that the property is free from significant environmental contamination that would cause a loss in
value. This assumption is believed to be true, but is not guaranteed by the appraiser. The client is urged to retain an
expert in this field, if desired.
The discovery of adverse soil conditions is beyond the area of my expertise. Similarly, no responsibility is assumed
for the discovery of abandoned wells, underground fuel tanks or other potential hazardous materials including
asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation, mold, or any and all other hazardous materials.
It is believed that the subject property and the comparable sales cited in this report have the same or highly similar
potential value from subsurface mineral rights. Therefore, no specific allocated value is assigned in this report for
mineral rights. Further, it is believed that the subject property and the comparable sales cited in this report have the
same or highly similar potential value from the potential future sale of carbon credits and other related developing
speculative sources of potential income. Therefore, no specific value is assigned in this report for these uses.
The opinion of market value is as of the effective date of the appraisal. No responsibility is assumed for changes in
the subject property, changes in the market for this class of property, or changes in the overall economy after the
date of valuation.
The use of this appraisal report is restricted by its author to the client and/or intended user(s) which are identified in
the “Client/Intended Use/Intended Users” sections of the report only. Further, this appraisal report is copyrighted by
its author. Neither all or any part of the contents of this report shall be disseminated to the public or other real estate
professionals without the express written consent of the author.
The market value estimate assumes that there are no conservation easements or other adverse easements and/or deed
restrictions in place on the subject property.
The market value estimate is based on a hypothetical condition that, as of the effective date of the appraisal, the
airport facilities would be shut down from an operational standpoint and offered for sale without a sponsoring
agency or FAA support, from the effective date forward into the future.
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Summary of Important Facts and Conclusions

Looking across subject cropland towards the airport improvements

Owner
Location:
Tract Size
Access:
Buildings
Land:
H & B Use:

City of Oskaloosa
SE of Oskaloosa near Fremont
620 gross acres m/l
Paved CR V-13
Office & Hangars
High quality cropland
Agriculture/Warehouse Storage

Lease(s):
Dwelling:
County:
Zoning:
Flood:
Utilities:
Total Value:

Cropland & Dwelling
Split level-Built in1975
Mahaska County, Iowa
No county zoning
Not in base year flood zone
Rural water in the area; No sewer
$5,750,000 or $9,275/acre

Purpose and Intended Use
The purpose of the appraisal is to provide an opinion of market value as of January 18, 2012. The intended use of
this appraisal is to provide an appraised current fair market value of the fee simple and leased fee interest, as is
applicable.
Effective Date of the Appraisal
January 18, 2012, the same date as the physical inspection. Date of the report is February 10, 2012.
Client and Intended Users
The client for this appraisal is Snyder and Associates. The intended user of this appraisal report is the airport
sponsor and the FAA. The airport sponsor and the FAA will rely on the appraisal and appraisal report to document
the current fair market value of the real property.
Property Rights Appraised/Tenant Interests
The valuation is based on a fee simple interest. There are no known or reported leased fee or leasehold interests that
have a measurable effect on value.
Market Value Definition
The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market under all conditions
requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently, knowledgeably and assuming the price is not
affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and
passing title from the seller to buyer under conditions whereby: 1. The buyer and seller are typically motivated. 2.
Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their own best interests. 3. A
reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market. 4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in
terms of financial arrangements comparable thereto. 5. The price represents the normal consideration for the
property sold unaffected by special or creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the
sale (FAA Instructions based on USPAP).
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Subject Property Photographs

Paved road frontage and front entrance looking east northeast

Paved private entry road into the existing airport
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Subject Property Photographs

Concrete Runway Area

Looking NW along primary concrete runway (approx. 4,000’ long by 75’ wide)
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Subject Property Photographs

View of primary maintenance hangar (60’ x 134’) and attached airport office (45’ x 45’)

View of existing split level rental dwelling
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Subject Property Photographs

View of stand-alone hangar #1 (80’ x 80’ w/ 60’ bi-fold door)

View of stand-alone hangar #2 (60’ x 48’ w/ 56’ bi-fold door)
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Subject Property Photographs

View of older wood frame rental T hangars (30’ x 400’)

View of newer steel frame rental T hangars (32’ x 260’)
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Subject Property Photographs

View of perimeter gravel road frontage and subject tillable cropland

View of subject cropland with airport in the distance
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Subject Property Photographs

Rear view of rental dwelling

Rear view of office area
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Subject Property Photographs

View of office interior-pilot area

View of office interior
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Subject Property Photographs

View of maintenance hangar interior

View of rear portion of maintenance hangar
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Subject Property Photographs

Another view of stand-alone rental hangars

Another view of older rental T hangars
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Subject Property Photographs

View of concrete runway staging area

View of older rental hangar interior
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Location Map-Mahaska County
Airport is located in SE Mahaska County 3 miles west and 1 mile north of Fremont
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Scope of the Appraisal
Overview
Introduction
The appraisal will be used as valuation support by the airport sponsor and the FAA. At the client’s request, the
appraisal is intended to conform with USPAP. This is not intended to be a “Yellow Book” compliant appraisal.
Competency/Report Type
My appraisal qualifications include a Masters Degree in Real Estate Appraisal, the MAI designation, and the ARA
designation. Further, I am familiar with the market for land throughout Iowa and have completed appraisal
assignments on similar large improved land holdings during the past twenty-five year period.
This report is presented in a summary format with respect to USPAP.
Appraisal Development
Property Inspection
I inspected the appraised real property on January 18, 2012, spending approx. three hours at the airport site
accompanied by the airport manager.
Valuation Process
Vacant and improved land in this neighborhood generally sells on the basis of comparable sales. Iowa is a disclosure
state and transfer information is readily available at each of the county seat courthouses. Due to these factors, the
sales comparison approach provides primary support for the value opinion. It is noted that the income approach is
not utilized since buyers for this class of property are focused on farm operation and future appreciation; and since
comparable sales are readily available and preferred. The cost approach is not developed due to the older age of the
building improvements and significant overall depreciation in this rural market. Finally, the market value opinion
does not include any significant value from personal property or business intangible influence. This report focuses
on real estate valuation only.
Sales Comparison Approach
The value opinion is supported by recent sales of land and improved properties in SE Iowa. The scope of my
comparable sale analysis included a search of county courthouse data along with calls made to local Realtors and
appraisers. I analyzed approx. 20 sales during the appraisal process. The most suitable comparables provide primary
support for the sales comparison approach and are included in the summary grids and supporting narrative. These
sales are recent, located in the subject property neighborhood and reflective of the current market for this class of
property. Hence, the analysis is well supported and considered sound and reliable.
Subject Ownership & Lease History
There are no reported or known arms length ownership transfers in the past five years that have an effect on the
present market value of the property. There was a transfer of stand-alone hangar #1 from Midwest Aviation to the
City of Oskaloosa in 2010. This was a non-arms length transaction. The property is not reported to be presently
listed for sale. The cropland is leased on a cash rent basis to Mark Haines, a farmer from the Sigourney area. Mr.
Haynes is entering the fourth crop year of a five year lease. The rental payment is based on a flex lease with an
upcoming payment of $338 per tillable acre. This lease is considered to be within market at the lower end of the
current range for this class of land. The dwelling is occupied by a student that is serving an internship and provides
labor for the present airport manager in exchange for a place to stay. The hangars are leased on a monthly basis
based on an adjacency and direct access to a functional airport. The Fixed Base Operation (FBO) is reported to be
managed by Jerry Strunk of Midwest Aviation with support from the City of Oskaloosa. The FBO does not have a
long term lease in place.
Summary
The opinion of market value is based on a thorough analysis of comparable sales located in SE Iowa. This process
matches the workings of the market for this class of property. Hence, it provides a sound and reliable market value
opinion conclusion.
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Subject Property Description
Legal Description
Introduction
The appraised property is legally described as the East ½ of the West ½ of Section 8 and the East ½ of Section 8; the
West ½ of the West ½ of Section 9, (except for the East ½ of the NW ¼ of the SW ¼ of Section 9); all in Township
74 North, Range 14 West of the 5th P.M containing 620 gross acres more or less. This legal description is not
intended to be used for transfer purposes.
Potential Flood and Environmental Hazards
No Environmental Assessment was made available to the appraiser
None of the land is located within a base year flood zone. I noted no readily observable environmental
contamination during my cursory appraisal inspection. Prior use history for the land is believed to be agricultural
and airport related. I was not provided with nor am I aware of any Phase I or Phase II environmental assessments
with respect to the subject property. There is potential for environmental contamination due to the airport uses.
Subject Property Assessment and Taxes
The subject property comprises 620 gross acres more or less (613 net taxable acres). It is noted that the property has
not been surveyed and therefor the acreage is estimated based on information obtained from the Mahaska County
Assessor. The exact acreage could be plus or minus several acres; regardless on a unit of this size and scope, 620
acres m/l is the most accurate description of the property. Further, since land in Iowa is assessed based on a
profitability formula and not market value, a detailed land assessment analysis is not presented. The property is
exempt from property taxes under the current ownership.
Zoning/Utilities/Easements/Restrictions
The property appears to be conforming from an agricultural and public use zoning standpoint; however Mahaska
County does not have formal zoning in place at this time. The land is located in a rural area without sanitary sewer
availability. Rural water is believed to be available in the general neighborhood and services the present
improvements. The property is encumbered with clear zone restrictions related to the airport use. These do not
prohibit row crop farming or warehouse storage in the existing improvements.
Neighborhood Description
Farming Area
The subject property is located in a loosely defined neighborhood between Oskaloosa, Sigourney and Ottumwa that
has a significant row crop agricultural influence due to the productive Mahaska-Taintor soils that are found in this
region. The neighborhood is primarily rural in nature with a mixture of stable small to medium size family farms
and expanding large multi-generational farm operators. There is minimal urban development pressure in this
neighborhood outside of the county seat communities. Oskaloosa, the Mahaska County seat, is approx. ten miles
northwest via two-lane Highway 23. Des Moines, the state capital and nearest metropolitan center, is approx. one
hour northwest. The neighborhood is presently experiencing a period of stability due to historically high corn and
soybean prices which are the predominant crops grown by local farmers. Accordingly, land values are at historically
high levels and are showing no signs of waning based on recent land auctions that have occurred throughout the
State of Iowa. The market for high quality agricultural land would be described as “tightly held” with limited land
available for sale and most tracts being moved at public auction to local farmer buyers.
Access/Frontage
There is approx. 3/4 mile of paved road frontage (CRV-13) along the east side of the assembled property and one
mile of gravel road frontage (290th Street) along the north side of the assembled property.
Land Description
The appraised property is a large contiguous land holding. Predominant soil types include level to very gently
sloping Mahaska-Taintor silt clay loam with very high agricultural productivity. The average tillable Corn
Suitability Rating (CSR) is approx. 88.7 according to Agri Data mapping systems. There are approx. 521 tillable
acres within the scope of the current operation. The balance of the land serves as site area for large concrete runways
and existing building structures. It is noted that the existing runways create diagonal point rows from an agricultural
standpoint. This has the effect of slightly reducing agricultural efficiency for large modern machinery. Drainage
includes subsurface tile lines that run both inside and outside of the concrete runways. These lines carry water away
from the runways during heavy rainfall periods. The airport manager reports that there is additional subsurface tile
installed on portions of the tillable land that is most likely older clay type with poor to fair present functionality.
Based on the 88.7 CSR, the land would generally have adequate internal drainage during normal rainfall growing
seasons. During heavy rainfall years, the north portion of the land would appear to have wetness limitations.
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Subject Property Description
Building and Site Improvements
Entrance Lane
There is a two-lane concrete paved interior entrance road that extends from CR V-13 to the existing airport facility
(approx. 3/8 mile length). This lane is in nearly new condition.
Dwelling
The only dwelling on the property is a three bedroom/1.75 bath/one car attached garage, split level single-family
home, constructed in 1975. The home has approx. 1,240sf of above grade finished living area and approx. 550sf of
finished lower level living space. The garage measures approx. 468sf and there is an approximate 240sf wood deck.
Utilities and services include rural water, private septic and central air conditioning. The dwelling is occupied by a
student intern/laborer from the Indian Hills Community College aviation program. The structure is in fair to average
condition and would have average utility in this market if it were located on a typical rural residential site. The home
has fair utility in the market due to the location adjacent to the other structures.
Office Building
This structure is located at the end of the private concrete paved driveway and has concrete parking to the front and
side. It is located adjacent (attached) to the maintenance hangar. The building encompasses approx. 2,025sf of
finished area and the floor plan includes a manager’s office, a front lobby area with adjoining board room, waiting
area, two additional private offices for pilots, weather briefing room, two bathrooms and a storage and parts room.
The structure has a nearly new metal tin roof (not standing seam) and is in average condition.
Maintenance/Storage Hangar
The primary maintenance hangar measures approx. 60’ x 134’ (8,040sf constructed in 1970) and features steel frame
and steel siding construction, full concrete floor, bi-fold doors both front and side and is insulated and heated. The
building is located adjacent to the office and is in average, maintained condition. The front and side doors open into
adjacent concrete apron areas that lead out to the runways. There is also 12,000 gallons of aviation fuel storage
capacity nearby.
Stand-alone Hangar #1
This is a quality improvement that measures 80’ x 80’ or 6,400sf and was constructed around 1985. This is a steel
frame building with steel siding, concrete floor, front bi-fold door, insulation and heat. The improvement is in good
condition.
Stand-alone Hangar #2
This is a quality improvement that measures 60’ x 48’ or 2,880sf and was constructed around 1979. This is a wood
pole frame building with steel siding, concrete floor, front bi-fold door, insulation, bathroom and heat. The
improvement is in average, maintained condition.
Rental T Hangars
The newer T hangar measures 32’ x 260 ‘ or 8,320sf. This is a steel frame structure with steel siding, interior steel
partitions and concrete floor. There are four bi-fold doors on each side with eight plane storage spaces total. This
building is in average, maintained condition.
The older T hangar measures 30’ x 400’ or 12,000sf. This is a wood pole frame structure with steel siding, wooden
interior partitions and concrete floor. There are 14 doors and stalls total. The structure is in fair condition.
Concrete Runways/Taxiway
The runway configuration is extensive and was originally constructed in 1942 with additions in 1970. Most of the
runway areas are constructed to military grade concrete thickness specifications. The primary concrete runway
(#3143) is approx. 4,000’ long by 75’ wide with a full-length taxiway that is approx. 40’ wide along side. Three
additional 2,000’ x 200’ military grade concrete areas serve as a second runway, taxiway and as an apron staging
area/ramp space for the building improvements (see the aerial photo on the following page). Typical approach lights
are scattered throughout the area although there is no Instrument Landing System (ILS) in place. There are mowed
grass areas adjacent and between the existing runways and the leased row crop tillable land. The concrete runways
are in average condition and holding up fairly well considering their age.
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The Taintor and Mahaska complex are some of the most productive soils in the State of Iowa.
The weighted average CSR of 88.7 is near the upper end of the market range for row crop farms
in the State. This complex is primarily found on a high plateau that extends roughly in a
triangular pattern from Oskaloosa to Sigourney and south to Ottumwa. This land mass is well
suited for corn and soybean production.
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Highest and Best Use
Introduction
Definition
Highest and best use is defined by the Uniform Appraisal Standards for Federal Land Acquisitions in Section B-3
page 34 as:
The highest and most profitable use for which the property is adaptable and needed or likely to be needed in the
reasonably near future.
Iowa courts have provided a slightly more comprehensive version which is defined in the most recent Iowa
Department of Transportation Appraisal Manual as:
The utilization of a property to its best and most profitable use. It is that use, chosen from among the reasonably
probable and financially feasible alternative uses which is found to be physically practical, legally acceptable and
which results in the highest present value, as defined, as of the effective date of the appraisal. USPAP also refers to
the financially feasible and maximally productive use in addition to the legal and physical constraints.
Additional Court Instructions
Ordinarily, the highest and best use of a property is the use to which it is subjected at the time of the appraisal. This
is true because economic demands normally result in the owner’s putting his land to the most advantageous use.
However, if the property is clearly adaptable to a use other than the existing use, its marketable potential for such
use should be considered to the extent that the potential affects market value. Market value, however, cannot be
predicated upon potential uses that are speculative and conjectural. In other words, those not supported by
comparable market evidence.
Subject Highest and Best Use Analysis
As though vacant
The appraised 620 acre land holding is located in a rural area without sanitary sewer availability and urban
influence. The neighborhood has strong demand for row crop agricultural farmland. The subject property is
comprised of high quality Taintor-Mahaska soils with nearly level topography. The weighted average CSR is
approx. 88.7. This is some of the best farmland in the State of Iowa. Hence, the highest and best use as though
vacant is for row crop agricultural production. The land base would appeal to both owner operators and off-farm
investors. The land holding could be easily split into smaller parcels with the existing road frontage that is in place.
As Improved
The existing improvements support a rural Iowa airport operation under the constraints of FAA support, sponsoring
entity support (City of Oskaloosa) that along with the tillable land cash rent provides for general maintenance and
subsidizes any financial shortfalls. The market value estimate is based on a hypothetical condition that the airport
facilities would be shut down from an operational standpoint and be offered for sale without a sponsoring agency or
FAA support from the effective date of the appraisal forward. It is noted that without a sponsoring entity and FAA
support, future airport operation would clearly become non-financially feasible due to lack of demand in this rural
area coupled with competition from sponsored entity/FAA supported airports in the region including Ottumwa, Pella
and Des Moines.
As noted, this is a somewhat remote, rural area with minimal demand for urban development. This includes
tempered demand for industrial and/or office/warehouse structures. This is especially true for properties with large
underlying land bases. Due to these combined constraints, conversion to puritan office/warehouse and/or airport
residential community related uses is not likely. Clearly, due to the rural location and parcel size limitations,
agricultural related uses and secondary storage/warehouse uses are most likely under the constraints of financial
feasibility and maximal productivity.
Further, the current irregular configuration of the concrete runways and staging areas make it much more difficult to
split the property into smaller more saleable parcels. Generally, high grade farmland would be split into rectangular
80 acre parcels or square 160 acre quarter sections for maximum salability. Any attempt to survey the subject into
parcels would include diagonal field boundaries and irregular parcel shapes. In addition, due to the depth and
extensive nature of the existing concrete, it would be very difficult to justify excavating, hauling off the concrete and
replacing the topsoil due to financial feasibility limitations. Hence, the highest and best use “as improved” is made
under the constraint of a contiguous 620 acre property that is not well suited for significant parceling.
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Highest and Best Use-Continued
Subject Highest and Best Use Analysis
As Improved
Based on an analysis of improved row crop agricultural sales throughout Iowa, the bulk of the market value is
typically placed on land and not building improvements. Generally, established farm operators already have base
farm facilities and investors are looking to maximize return from the land, not buildings. Hence, a typical market
participant would look at the subject property improvements as being super-adequate or over improved from an
agricultural base farm standpoint.
The office area and adjoining maintenance hangar would have fair to average utility as a farm office and machinery
maintenance shop for a large grain farming operation. It is noted that market evidence supports significant overall
deprecation for these types of structures since most established farmers already have them; or desire to build them
new at their existing family farm locations utilizing accelerated depreciation for income tax saving purposes. The
two stand-alone modern hangars have fair to average utility as machinery storage under the same constraints
previously mentioned. These structures also have some tempered appeal as non-farm related storage/warehouse
rentals under the constraints of a weak rural storage rental market in this neighborhood. A survey completed by the
appraiser of 10 farms sales improved with typical machinery storage sheds in SE Iowa supports contributory values
in the $3.50/sf to $6.50/sf range with a $5.00/sf average. Warehouse/storage comparable sales located in the subject
neighborhood included in the report support a similar to slightly higher range of contributory value. The most likely
scenario is that a large grain farming operation would utilize some of the buildings for shop/machinery storage
purposes and lease out the excess storage/warehouse areas to local market participants.
The rental T hangars have poor to fair utility in this market due to their super adequate position behind the larger
previously mentioned structures. The steel frame structure has some utility for rental storage under the constraints of
significant forecasted vacancy. The older wood frame structure has minimal contributory value as it has the least
favorable market position of all the building improvements.
The existing dwelling would have some limited appeal as a residence for a hired man for a large grain farming
operation or as a rental to a local commuter resident. The dwelling is not well suited for a stand-alone rural
residential property. Hence, the market supported contributory value would most likely be tempered and
significantly less than the more stand-alone rural residential properties.
The concrete runway areas have minimal agricultural related utility in this market. Livestock feeding in this region
has been vertically integrated and consolidated into large confinement operations. The concrete areas are not
functional for these types of uses. Other potential uses that typical agricultural buyers will not pay for include open
machinery storage and areas suitable for outside grain storage. Hence, the concrete runway area(s) would be
assigned a contributory value similar to non-productive waterways, drainage areas and/or waste under the
constraints of the typical high quality agricultural property buyer. Finally, the concrete entrance land was
constructed at significant cost reported to be around $400,000 according to the airport manager. As with the other
improvements, replacement cost has minimal correlation with contributory value. The typical buyer would look at
this site improvement as creating increased snow removal and other related future maintenance costs. Hence, it has
minimal contributory value to the unit as a whole.
Highest and Best Use Summary
The subject property is a large mass of high quality farmland with extensive concrete runway and various building
improvements that have historically supported a rural southeast Iowa airport that is a hold over from World War II.
Clearly, based on market evidence, there is strong demand for the tillable land component. Comparable sales are
noted in the $10,000 per tillable acre plus range for this class of land. While the market for high quality agricultural
land is strong, buyers are focused on land, not building improvements. Hence, the subject property concrete runway
and building improvements have limited utility and resulting tempered market value in this market.
The following section provides comparable support for the land, dwelling and office/hangar buildings. The analysis
starts with the land component since it is clearly the most valuable. Building contributory value is then added based
on market support under the constraints of the large property size and the super-adequate nature of the buildings and
related site improvements. This process matches the workings of the market for this class of large improved property
in rural southeast Iowa.
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Valuation Section
Sales Comparison Approach
Land Valuation
The land valuation process is based on an analysis of recent comparable sales in the subject property neighborhood.
The following table presents a summary of the four primary comparable sales:

Location
Access:
Size (ac):
Land:
CSR:
Sale Date:
Price/Tillable Acre:
Overall Adjustment:

Sale 1
NE of subject
Gravel
80
96% tillable
88
October 2011
$10,856
Down (-)

Sale 2
NE of subject
Gravel
80
97% tillable
82
October 2011
$10,164
Minimal (0)

Sale 3
NE of subject
Gravel
76
99% tillable
81
December 2011
$8,883
Up (+)

Sale 4
SE of subject
Gravel
160
98% tillable
88
January 2010
$10,654
Slight Down (-)

Narrative Analysis
The adjustment process is based on a qualitative analysis (+ or -) in an effort to bracket the subject property value.
This process matches the workings of the market for this class of land in southeast Iowa. It is noted that based on a
survey of market participants and an analysis of comparable sales, value accrues primarily from the tillable or
productive acres since they produce crops and derive income. Hence, sale prices are allocated on a per tillable acre
basis with non-productive acres such as waterways, road right of way and waste having no measurable contributory
value.
Sale #1
Comparable is located in western Keokuk County (near What Cheer) on the same Mahaska-Taintor ridge plateau as
the subject property. This is a recent benchmark land market test for this part of Iowa. The soil types, CSR and
access are highly similar to the subject property. Sale is superior to the subject property in terms of salable parcel
size (more buyers are financially qualified) and less overall point row influence (due to subject’s diagonal concrete
runways). Hence, sale has a more favorable market position and warrants a downward overall adjustment. This is an
excellent comparable overall.
Sale #2
Comparable is located in western Keokuk County (near What Cheer) on the same Mahaska-Taintor ridge plateau as
the subject property. This is a recent benchmark land market test for this part of Iowa. The soil types and access are
similar; however the overall CSR is lower due to a higher percentage of sloping soils. Sale is superior to the subject
property in terms of salable parcel size (more buyers are financially qualified) and less overall point row influence
(due to subject’s diagonal concrete runways). These are offsetting factors to the lower CSR. Hence, this sale
commands a similar market position and warrants no measurable adjustment. This is an excellent comparable.
Sale #3
Comparable is located west of Sigurney on the same Mahaska-Taintor ridge plateau as the subject property. This is a
recent benchmark land market test for this part of Iowa. The soil types and access are similar; however the overall
CSR is lower due to a significantly higher percentage of sloping soils. Sale is superior to the subject property in
terms of salable parcel size (more buyers are financially qualified) and has similar overall point row influence (due
to an irregular rural residence that is excepted out). The overall supported adjustment is upward. This is a sound
comparable overall.
Sale #4
Comparable is located in northern Wapello County on the same Mahaska-Taintor ridge plateau as the subject
property. This is a January 2010 sale that warrants significant upward adjustment for market conditions. Based on
the ISU Land Value Survey coupled with recent auction paired sales, the time adjusted per tillable sale price is
$10,654/acre. The soil types, CSR and access are highly similar to the subject property. Sale is slightly superior to
the subject property in terms of salable parcel size (more buyers are financially qualified) and has lightly less overall
point row influence. Hence, sale has a slightly more favorable market position and warrants a slight downward
overall adjustment. This is an excellent comparable in terms of overall land quality along with being a good sized
farm parcel.
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Valuation Section
Sales Comparison Approach
Land Valuation Reconciliation
Based on a thorough search of the market, I was not able to find any recent market tests of upper end quality tillable
land in Mahaska County close in to the subject property. This is a reflection of the “tightly held” nature of the
market. Hence, three of the four comparable sales are located across the county line into Keokuk County. The fourth
comparable sale is located adjacent to the county line in northern Wapello County. As noted, all four of the sales are
located on the same Mahaska-Taintor ridge plateau as the appraised land holding.
Three of the four sales are recent market tests by public auction. Under current market conditions, public auction is
the typical method of sale for this class of land. This method of sale reflects typical buyer motivation that is very
strong right now due to historically high grain prices and resulting farm profitability. The fourth comparable sold a
year ago. Clearly, a significant upward time adjustment is warranted based on public land surveys and paired sales
from throughout the State.
Based on the comparable sale analysis, the subject property land value is reconciled to the following estimated
market value opinion:
Land Class
Tillable Land (existing):
Tillable Land (new):
Site Area:
Runways/Roads/Waste:
Total Property:

# Acres
521
19
10
70
620

Value/Acre
$10,000
10,000
10,000
0
$8,870 (r)

Total Value
$5,210,000
190,000
100,000
0
$5,500,000

Discussion
Presently there are 521 tillable acres under the present operational scenario. There is additional potential tillable land
at the end of the runways and between the main runway and taxiway that would most likely be converted to tillable
farmland by a potential purchaser. This area is estimated based on a conversation with the agricultural tenant, the
airport manager, and an on-site visual inspection of the actual site and aerial photographs.
The $10,000/acre tillable land allocation is reflective of high quality Mahaska-Taintor soils with an average Corn
Suitability Rating (CSR) near the upper end of the market range in southeast Iowa (88.7). The number is not pushed
higher than $10,000/acre due to the large potential parcel size coupled with the diagonal field boundaries created by
the existing concrete runways.
Site area has no special value enhancement in this rural neighborhood. Accordingly, it is allocated at the same rate
as the highest agricultural land class; this matches the workings of the market. The acreage estimate is based on
actual building area plus adjacent area that would be utilized for parking and machinery staging purposes.
The balance of the land area is non-productive from a row crop agricultural highest and best use standpoint. Typical
market participants would assign no value to this component of the overall land base.
The following pages present detailed information on each comparable land sale.
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Comparable Sale 1
80 acres of high quality farmland

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Van Den Heuvel Family Farms, LLC
Deed: B2011 P1764, 64 & 69
$832,000.00
80.0 acres m/l
$10,400/acre
Agricultural
None
Tillable cropland
Agriculture-row crop

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Price/Tillable:

Merz Revocable Trust
10.31.11 closing; 09.10.11 auction
Duwa Auction-Wellman, Ia
Farm investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$10,856/acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located between Oskaloosa and Sigourney in Keokuk County. Legally described as the E1/2 NW1/4 Sec 3577-13. Road frontage is gravel near the small town of What Cheer.
Sale Background:
Seller is a family estate. Buyer is a local family farming operation. This tract was sold at public auction (most
common method of selling this class of land) by Duwa Auction, a regional auction company based out of Wellman,
Iowa. This tract was part of a 240 acre holding that was split into 80 acre parcels for potential enhanced salability.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a high quality add-on tillable tract located in a strong farming area. Land is comprised of 76.64 tillable acres
(96%) with an average tillable CSR of approx. 88. Predominant soil types are A-B slope Mahaska-Taintor. There are
no building improvements.
Summary
This comparable provides benchmark market support for high quality tillable cropland located in the subject
property neighborhood.
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Sale 1 Aerial Photograph
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Comparable Sale 2
80 acres of high quality farmland

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Jess Axmear
Deed-B2011 P1777-8
$788,000.00
80.0 acres m/l
$9,850/acre
Agricultural
None
Tillable cropland
Agriculture-row crop

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Price/Tillable:

Roth Family Trust
10.31.11 closing; 09.10.11 auction
Duwa Auction-Wellman, Ia
Farm investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$10,164/acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located between Oskaloosa and Sigourney in Keokuk County. Legally described as the N1/2 SW1/4 Sec 3577-13. Road frontage is gravel north of the small town of What Cheer.
Sale Background:
Seller is a family estate. Buyer is from North English. This tract was sold at public auction (most common method
of selling this class of land) by Duwa Auction, a regional auction company based out of Wellman. This parcel was
part of the same family land holding as Sale 1.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a high quality add-on tillable tract located in a strong farming area. Land is comprised of 77.53 tillable acres
(97%) with an average tillable CSR of approx. 82. Predominant soil types are A-B slope Mahaska-Taintor. There are
no building improvements.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for high quality tillable cropland in the subject property
neighborhood.
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Sale 2 Aerial Photograph
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Comparable Sale 3
76 acres of quality farmland

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Van Den Heuvel Family Farms, LLC
Deed-B2011 P1958
668,800.00
76 acres m/l
$8,800/acre
Agricultural
None
Tillable cropland
Agriculture-row crop

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Price/Tillable:

Clarence Appleget
12.06.11 closing; 11.01.11 auction
Duwa Auction-Wellman, Ia
Farm investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$8,883/acre

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located between Oskaloosa and Sigourney in western Keokuk County. Legally described as the E1/2 NW1/4
Sec 31-76-12 except Parcel A. Road frontage is gravel west of Sigourney near Highway 92.
Sale Background:
Seller is a family estate. Buyer is family farming operation from What Cheer. This tract was sold at a well advertised
public auction (most common method of selling this class of land) by Duwa Auction, a regional auction company
based out of Wellman. This is a different farm sale than #1 and #2.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a quality add-on tillable tract located in a strong farming area. Land is comprised of 75.29 tillable acres
(99%) with an average tillable CSR of approx. 81. Predominant soil types are A-B slope Mahaska-Taintor-Ladoga.
There are no building improvements (farmstead split off as a separate acreage). Farm has some point rows.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for high quality tillable cropland in the subject property
neighborhood.
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Comparable Sale 4
160 acres of high quality farmland

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Price/Acre
Zoning
Non-Realty
Land Type
H & B Use

Steven Roquet
Deed-B2010 P0261
1,348,280.25
168 acres m/l
$8,025/acre
Agricultural
None
Tillable cropland
Agriculture-row crop

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Buildings
Price/Tillable:

Wesley Thurman
01.12.2010 closing
Realtor
Farm investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
None
$10,654/acre (time adjusted)

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located between Oskaloosa and Ottumwa in northern Wapello County. Legally described as Pt E1/2 Sec 2-313. Road frontage is gravel southeast of Fremont.
Sale Background:
Seller is a family estate/investor. Buyer is farming operation from Fremont. This tract was sold by a Realtor.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a high quality tillable tract located in a strong farming area. Land is comprised of 164 tillable acres (98%)
with an average tillable CSR of approx. 88. Predominant soil types are A-B slope Mahaska-Taintor. There are no
building improvements (farmstead already sold off).
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for high quality tillable cropland in the subject property
neighborhood. The sale price warrants an upward adjustment for market conditions from January of 2010 until the
present date. Based on the ISU Survey and paired sales, the time adjusted overall price is $10,400/acre and the time
adjusted price/tillable acre is $10,654/acre.
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Valuation Section-Continued
Sales Comparison Approach
Building Contribution
The building and accompanying site improvement valuation process is based on an analysis of recent comparable
sales in the subject property neighborhood. The following table presents a summary of the five primary comparable
sales:

Property Type:
Sale Date:
Rural Res Value:
Building Value:

Sale #5
Rural Res
12-2011
$10/sf
$2/sf

Sale #6
Rural Res
04-2011
$78/sf
$10/sf

Sale #7
Warehouse/Storage
Pending
NA
$7.50/sf

Sale #8
Office/Shop
03-2011
NA
$20/sf

Sale #9
Warehouse/Storage
01-2008
NA
$6.30/sf

Narrative Analysis
The estimated improvement contributory values are derived after allocating a market based land value (reference
respective sale summary sheets).
Sale #5
This is a rural residential split of a farmstead off of a larger tillable land holding. It is reflective of the somewhat
weak market for building improvements in this rural area.
Sale #6
Sale #6 is a rural residential property located three miles southeast of the subject property near Fremont. This is a
quality property with a superior single-family residence when compared to the subject dwelling. In addition, it is
superior in terms of being a stand-alone residential property with adjacent road access.
Sale #7
Comparable is a pending sale of a warehouse and accompanying min-storage located in the small town of Fremont a
couple miles form the subject property. Sale is reflective of the warehouse storage market in the immediate
neighborhood.
Sale #8
This property is a steel frame building with office and shop areas with insulation, heat and concrete floor.
Comparable has a slight superior location on the south edge of Oskaloosa as you head out of town towards the
subject property on Highway 23. Sale is also superior in terms of being a stand-alone property without other superadequate improvements.
Sale #9
Comparable is a warehouse/storage building with small office area located near Sale #8. Sale is reflective of the
warehouse market in the subject property neighborhood.
Lease #10
Additional support is provided by comparable lease #10 at $0.79/sf. This is a large warehouse located within the
Ottumwa airport complex. This lease reconciles well with Sales #7 and #9 utilizing a 10% overall rate.
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Valuation Section-Continued
Sales Comparison Approach
Building Value Reconciliation
The estimated building value contribution is supported by comparable sales located in the subject property
neighborhood, as opposed to depreciated cost. The market has been fairly well tested considering the location. The
comparable sales clearly indicate that there is significant overall depreciation in this market including external
forces. This is a typical condition in rural appraisal.
Based on the comparable sale analysis, the subject property building contributory value is reconciled to the
following estimated market value opinion:
Improvement Type
Rental Dwelling:
Main Office:
Maintenance Shop:
Hangar #1 Storage Bldg:
Hangar #2 Storage Bldg:
Steel T Hangar Storage:
Wood Frame T Hangar:
Concrete Runways
Total Property:

Size (sf)
1,240
2,025
8,040
6,400
2,880
8,320
12,000

Value/SF
$48.00
20.00
7.50
7.50
5.20
1.80
1.00
0

Total Value
$60,000
40,000
60,000
48,000
15,000
15,000
12,000
0
$250,000

Narrative
It is noted that any supporting site improvement contributory value (including front entrance road) is absorbed and
included in the above building values.
The primary rental dwelling is supported at a value significantly less than Sale #6 due to the location adjacent to the
other improvements and a less favorable overall condition. The office area is supported at $20/sf based primarily on
Sale #8. Sale has a superior location and is stand-alone; however it has both office and shop areas; these are
offsetting factors. The maintenance shop and hangar #1 are both steel structures that are well suited for grain
farming machinery shop/storage purposes and as rental warehouse space. Their contributory value is supported
within the market range. Hangar #2 is a wood pole frame structure that is functional but starts to suffer from superadequacy concerns. Finally, the T hangars have a market position below the other structures and have tempered
contributory value at the low end of the range.
On an overall basis, the existing building improvements and supporting site improvements contribute $250,000.00 to
the overall property value.
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Comparable Sale 5
Farmstead Acreage

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Dwelling:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Buildings:
H & B Use

Justin Shipley
Deed-B2011 P1984
$60,000.00
4 acres m/l
1,500sf 1.5 story
Agricultural
None
Barn, sheds
Rural residential

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Land Value:
Bldg Value:
House Value:

Clarence Appleget
12.06.11 closing; 11.01.11 auction
Duwa Auction-Wellman, Ia
Rural residential
Fee
Typical
$30,000
$2/sf
$10/sf

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located between Oskaloosa and Sigourney in western Keokuk County. Legally described as the Parcel A of
the E1/2 NW1/4 Sec 31-76-12. Road frontage is gravel west of Sigourney near Highway 92.
Sale Background:
Seller is a family estate. This tract was sold at a public auction by Duwa Auction, a regional auction company based
out of Wellman. The adjoining 76 acres of cropland was also sold the same day (Sale #3).
Economic Characteristics:
The primary improvement is a 1.5 story farmhouse dwelling constructed in 1908. The dwelling was reported to be in
fair condition. The improvements had served as a base farm over the years; they have significant overall
depreciation presently due to their age/condition along with functional and external obsolescence.
A significant portion of the value for this property is in the underlying land (approx. 50%).
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for rural residential farmstead split property located n the subject
neighborhood.
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Comparable Sale 6
Rural Residential Acreage

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Dwelling:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Buildings:
H & B Use

Andrew Wilson
Deed-B2011 P1172
$169,900.00
0.32 acre m/l
1,320sf + 600sf lower split level
Agricultural
None
480sf Metal Shed
Rural residential

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Land Value:
Bldg Value:
House Value:

Seth Dickey
04.26.2011 Closing
DOV; Realtor
Rural residential
Fee
Typical
$15,000
$10/sf
$78/sf

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located three miles SE of subject property near the small town of Fremont on gravel (3246 Whitwell Rd) in
Section 26, T74N, R14W.
Sale Background:
Property had sold previously in early 2007 for $169,000.00. Buyers are from Beacon, Iowa.
Economic Characteristics:
The primary improvement is a split level single-family residence constructed in 1983. It features three bedrooms, an
attached two car garage and a partially finished lower level. The home is in reported good condition and has good
utility in this market. The property includes a 20’ x 24’ metal shop that is in average condition constructed in 1963.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market support for rural residential property in the subject neighborhood.
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Comparable Sale 7
Warehouse/Storage in Fremont

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Local Investor
Pending Deed
$83,500-$8.88/sf
0.39 acre m/l
3,000sf + 6,400sf = 9,400sf
Commercial
None
$12,500 gross; $8,380 net
Warehouse/Storage

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Donna Lappin
Pending Closing
Realtor-Lisa Tucker-Hawkeye
Investment
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$13,500
7.50/sf

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located in Fremont (small town) on Main Street (Lot 8 & Lot 7 BLK 8; Sec 14-74-14).
Sale Background:
Seller lives in Fremont and had owned the property since 1977. Property has been listed with Lisa Tucker of
Hawkeye Realty in Oskaloosa for $90,000.00. There is an accepted offer with financing commitment to a local
buyer for $83,500.00 with a pending closing (late February 2012).
Economic Characteristics:
Property is located in a small town near subject with very limited urban influence. There are 20 small units that are
fully rented for $40/month. The large building is utilized for cold storage of motor homes. Neither building is
insulated or heated. The large building has overhead doors on both ends. The reported gross income is $12,500; had
been consistent for the past few years with minimal management and good demand. RE Taxes are $3,368/year.
Subtracting an additional 6% for management and insurance yields an overall rate of 10%.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market sale and income support for warehouse/storage in the subject property local
neighborhood.
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Comparable Sale 8
Shop/Warehouse south edge of Oskaloosa

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

United Parcel Service
Deed; B2011 P891
$189,000 or $25.36/sf
2.70 acres m/l
7,200sf + 252sf = 7,452sf
Commercial
None
$1,400/mo
Shop/Office

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Robert Waal
March 28, 2011 Closing
DOV; Seller
Owner Operator
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$30,000
$20/sf

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the extreme south edge of Oskaloosa as you head out of town on Hwy 23 (2370 Hwy 23). Legal is
Lot 5 exc. NW 150’ & exc. Tri south end Sec 29-75-15.
Sale Background:
Seller lives in Oskaloosa and had been leasing the facility to UPS after inheriting the property in 2004.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a good quality steel frame building with approx. 20% finished office/supply area. The balance of the building
is insulated and heated with a concrete floor and several overhead doors. Location is on the edge of Oskaloosa with
superior access and utility availability. Seller had been leasing for $1,400/month net basis; yields an 8.9% overall
rate. Lease was nearing expiration. Sale price was negotiated on an arms length basis according to the seller.
Summary
This comparable provides recent market sale and income support for steel constructed office/shop in the subject
property local neighborhood with a superior location on the edge of Oskaloosa.
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Comparable Sale 9
Warehouse/Storage on south edge of Oskaloosa

Buyer
Instrument
Sale Price
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Double D Enterprises (Doug DeJong)
Deed; B2008 P212
$110,000 or $7.68/sf
1.57 acres m/l
8,160sf + 6,168 = 14,328sf
Commercial
None
NA
Warehouse/Storage/Minimal Office

Seller
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Land Value:
Bldg Value:

Lawson Trust
January 12, 2008 Closing
DOV; Realtor (Hawkeye RE)
Owner Operator
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
$20,000
$6.30/sf

Location/Legal Description:
Sale is located on the extreme south edge of Oskaloosa as you head out of town on Hwy 23 (2378 Hwy 23).
Sale Background:
Property was listed and sold by Hawkeye Real Estate-Oskaloosa. Buyer is local; uses buildings to house machinery
and materials for a nursery business.
Economic Characteristics:
The main building comprises 8,160sf and was constructed in 1970. The rear buildings (not in picture) were
constructed in 1971 and 1991. None of the space is insulated or heated except for a small finished office; approx.
75% concrete floors. No significant time adjustment is warranted as the property sold prior to the economic collapse
in late 2008/ early 2009 and the market for this class of property is just now getting back to those pre-collapse
levels.
Summary
This comparable provides market sale support for wood pole frame constructed warehouse/storage in the subject
property local neighborhood with a slight superior location on the south edge of Oskaloosa.
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Comparable Lease 10
Warehouse in the Ottumwa Airport Complex

Tenant:
Instrument
Lease:
Acres
Bldg Area:
Zoning
Non-Realty
Income:
H & B Use

Al-Jon Corp
Formal Lease
0.79/sf annual
Unknown
19,000sf
Commercial
None
NA
Warehouse/Storage

Owner:
Date
Confirmation
Motivation
Rights Convey
Financing
Conditions
Construction:
Sale Date Use

City of Ottumwa
2000 to present
Airport Manager-Tom Francis
Steel material storage
Fee
Typical
Arm’s Length
Steel-1943
Warehouse/Storage

Location/Legal Description:
Leased structure is located within the Ottumwa Airport complex. Building is near the tenant’s existing
manufacturing operation. The space is not measurably benefited by the airport adjacency as the tenant does not have
a corporate plane or direct air freight operations.
Sale Background:
Lease was negotiated on an arms length basis according to the airport manager at a market lease price that is still
reflective of the current market. It is intended to be an absolute net lease with the tenant paying all expenses.
Economic Characteristics:
This is a large warehouse space with concrete floor and no insulation or heat. Condition of the building is reported to
be fair. Tenant is a local private business with significant operations. The lease amount utilizing an overall rate of
10% yields an indicated value of $7.90/sf; this reconciles well with Sales #7 and #9.
Summary
This comparable provides market lease support for large warehouse/storage in the subject property local
neighborhood with a superior location on the north edge of Ottumwa.
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Opinion of Market Value
Final Reconciliation
Summary of the Analysis
The land valuation is based on an analysis of comparable sales from the subject property neighborhood. Four
primary comparable sales are utilized for land support. After reconciliation, the primary sales support a land value of
$10,000 per productive acre or $8,870/acre on an overall unit basis.
Five primary comparable sales and a comparable lease provide support for the building and accompanying site
improvement contributory value. The improvement values are based on market support as opposed to depreciated
cost. This is an important element in rural appraisal and matches the workings of the market. Based on the analysis,
the improvements contribute $250,000.00 to the overall property value. The valuation process is summarized in the
following table:
Land Class
Tillable Land (existing):
Tillable Land (new):
Site Area:
Runway/Roads/Waste:
Total Property:

# Acres
521
19
10
70
620

Value/Acre
$10,000
10,000
10,000
0
$8,870 (r)

Total Value
$5,210,000
190,000
100,000
0
$5,500,000

Improvement Type
Single Family Dwelling:
Main Office:
Maintenance Shop:
Hangar #1 Storage Bldg:
Hangar #2 Storage Bldg:
Steel T Hangar Storage:
Wood Frame T Hangar:
Total Property:

Size (sf)
1,240
2,025
8,040
6,400
2,880
8,320
12,000

Value/SF
$48.00
20.00
7.50
7.50
5.20
1.80
1.00

Total Value
$60,000
40,000
60,000
48,000
15,000
15,000
12,000
$250,000

620

$9,275

$5,750,000

Value Opinion:

Market Value Opinion Summary
The quantity and quality of the data is adequate to provide a sound and reliable opinion of market value for the
appraised property. Based on the analysis, my opinion of the market value as of January 18, 2012, is:
$5,750,000.00 or $9,275/acre
Exposure Period
The market supported exposure period for this class of property is three months to one year. This estimate is based
on a listing with a qualified Realtor and/or land auctioneer that would provide regional exposure. The typical auction
sale would include approx. three months of lead time that would include significant regional marketing of the
upcoming auction event. A listing with a qualified Realtor might involve a longer overall exposure period; however
this approach may be suitable due to the large overall parcel size that tends to limit the number of financially
qualified buyers.
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Addenda
Subject Survey Plat Map
Subject Airport Layout Plan
Regional Location Map
Iowa State University Land Value Survey-Nov 2011

Appraiser Qualifications
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Subject Survey Plat Map
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Subject Layout Plan Map
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Regional Location Map

The subject property’s general neighborhood extends in a triangular configuration from the eastern half of Mahaska
County to the western half of Keokuk County and down through the northern half of Wapello County; roughly
between Oskaloosa, Sigourney and Ottumwa. Land sales #1 and #2 are located west of Sigourney near What Cheer.
Land sale #3 is located five miles west of Sigourney near Highway 92. Land sale #4 is located north of Ottumwa
between Highland Center and Fremont. The aerial maps presented in the sales comparison approach show the exact
locations within their respective sections. The improved sales are located in and near Fremont, Oskaloosa and
Ottumwa following the Highway 23 corridor that connects Oskaloosa through Fremont (near the airport) and on to
Ottumwa.
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QUALIFICATIONS OF BRIAN LINNEMEYER MS, MAI, ARA
Education
Master of Science Degree in Real Estate Appraisal, May 2006, University of St. Thomas Graduate School of
Business, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Dr. Thomas Musil, PhD, Program Director. Dr. George Karvil, PhD, Program
Chair and Department Head
Bachelor of Science Degree in Agricultural Business, 1984, Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa

Employment
1986-Present: Self employed real estate appraiser and review appraiser; DBA Peoples Company of Iowa

Valuation Experience
Right of way valuation experience throughout Iowa including multi-parcel highway projects, utility easements,
airport related acquisitions and valuation of complex properties in rural and urban areas of the State
Review appraisals involving right of way and eminent domain related projects throughout Iowa
Agribusiness properties:
§ Terminal grain elevators including 110 car unit train shuttles
§ Country grain elevators including multi-location integrated facilities
§ Feed mills including modern high capacity pelleted mega mills
§ Fertilizer plants both terminal and multi site-retail
§ Petroleum operations including terminal and multi-site retail
§ Diversified cooperatives with a mix of all asset types including value in use
§ Row crop, transitional and recreational farms throughout Iowa
Conservation easement valuation on scenic lands including the Loess Hills in western Iowa and the Upper Iowa and
Mississippi River Valleys in northeast Iowa
Expert witness testimony for government agencies, corporations, law firms and private individuals

Appraisal Designations
MAI designated, Member of the Appraisal Institute-Member #11336-Continuing Education
current through the 2012 cycle
ARA designated, Accredited Rural Appraiser, ASFMRA
State Certified General Real Property Appraiser-State of Iowa #CG01153

Contact Information
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Office:
515-961-1996
Email:
brian.linnemeyer@gmail.com
Office:
East Village, Des Moines, Iowa
Mail:
Brian Linnemeyer MS, MAI
P.O. Box 656
Indianola, Iowa 50125
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APPENDIX F
BUSINESS SUPPORT LETTERS

